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- 
.
~ FOREWORD

This Final Technical Report describes the basic and applied
research under Project 7885, Task 01, entitled “Research on

- .~~~~~~ - - 
- Crystal Growth and the Optical and Magneto-Optical Properties of

Semiconductors”, during the period from 1 July 1964 to 30 June 1974.
The report briefly summarizes the results of extensive experi-
mental and theoretical investigations of the optical and
magneto-optical properties of compound semiconductors , mostly
the Group Il-VI compounds, which were performed in the
Aerospace Research Laboratories , Wri ght-Patterson Air Force
Base, Ohio, under the above Task/Project. These investigations
were aimed primarily toward a complete charac terization of the
electronic energy band parameters and defect status in these
materials by means of high-resolution optical and magneto-
optical spectroscopy . The report also briefly summarizes the
techniques of vapor phase crystal growth which were used to
synthesize the crystal specimens employed in these investigations .
Exploitation of compound semiconductors for device applications
was the ultimate objective of the research . j

I . - Although a number of scientists contributed to the research
over a period of several years , the principal investigators
and leaders of the Task Effor t were the following:

D. C. Reynolds , Principal Inves tigator
C. W . Litton , Principal Investigator
T. C. Collins , Research Sc ientist

— - L. C. Greene , Research Scientist
- . - D. C. Reynolds was the principal inves tigator during the period - -

1 July 1964 to 1 August 1971; C. W. Litton served as principal
investigator from 1 August 1971 to 30 June 1974.

Mos t of the research has been reported in a series of
papers published in the scientific and engineering li tera ture ,
the more important of which are referenced in the Appendix at the

5 end of Section VII (List of Publications). -
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION
I~

t
~

The primary objective of this  task has been the optical and
magneto-optical characterization of the intrinsic and extrinsic
properties of compound semiconductors , primarily from the Il-VI

:-~i.~ : group of crystalline materials . Active over a period of some
ten years (from July 1964), the major goal of the task effort was
to extend the laboratory ’s early work on semiconductor optical
properties by 1) initially concentrating its basic research efforts
on the complete characterization of the fundamental optical and
magneto-optical properties of wide bandgap semiconductors and
then 2) to extend the optical and magneto-optical studies to a
complete characterization of the extrinsic properties of these
materials. As semiconductor science and device technology have
shown in the past , development of the Silicon and Germanium trans-
istors being good cases in point , it was necessary that the first
step be achieved before the second could be realized . As defined
here fundamental or intrinsic properties refer to those electronic
energy band s tates and the other parametric cons tants , such as
charge carrier effec tive mass , free exciton parameters , phonon
s tates and energies , dielectric functions , refractive indices,
etc., which belong to the crys talline lattice of the pure crys tal,
i.e., uniquely defined and reproducibly measurable properties ;
extrinsic properties, on the other hand, refer to electronic
defec t properties , arising from the presence of both foreign
impurity atoms and host lattice (stdichiometric) defects in the
pure crystal lattice. One obvious goal of this task has been to
es tablish the optical, magneto-optical and electronic device
potential of the II-VI compounds for electromagnetic devices which
are required in Air Force sys tems , such as ultraviolet, visible and

-
~ ~ infrared detec tors , photoconductors, image detec tors and intensi-

fiers , energy converters and power sources (solar batteries),
field effec t transis tors , micro-electronic circuit arrays , microwave
oscillators and generators , integrated optical circuit elements ,
junction diodes (rec tifiers), light emitting diodes , laser tuning
elements and parame tric oscillators , acousto-electric and electro-
optic elements , acous tic delay line elements , high power laser
window materials , etc. In order to achieve this ultimate goal ,
it was first necessary to pursue a rather extensive in-house pro-
gram of vapor phase and melt crystal growth of the II-VI compounds
in order to maintain close control over crystal quality and defect
production and particularly to minimize contamination by foreign
impur ities . It was also absolutely essen tial that the electronic
impurity or defec t s tate of these materials be completely under-
stood and completely characterized , not only with respec t to what

( 

foreign impurities and native defects were present in undoped ,
as-grown crystals, but also the concen trations of these residual
impurities and defects and their effect on the intrinsic energy
band parameters of the material. As part of this characterizatio~i

1
I’--
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eff ort i t  was necessary to establish control  of the impuri ty  and
defect structure in a given material by introducing known donor

• and acceptor impurities and defects through controlled doping• experimen ts , mostly during crystal  growth but also via controlled
thermal diffusion , and then to develop optical and magneto-optical
spectroscopic techniques to monitor the change in defect structure .

• As a consequence of these spectroscopic studies , all of the funda-
mental properties of the wide bandgap Il-VI compounds have been
carefully measured and defined and the electronic impurity or
defect state is also well understood , in virtually all of these
materials. The validity of the spectroscopic results is now well
es tabl ished , not only because of their close agreement with those• of other methods (when avai lable) , but also because of their  wide
acceptance in the published scientific and engineering literature ,
over the past decade and more. The optical spectroscopy and
character i z at ion studies are summarized briefly in the various

• sections of this report ; fur ther  details  can be obtained from the
per tinen t published papers listed in the Appendix at the conclu-
sion of the report . During the course of this task effort , several
important  “f i r s t s ” in semiconductor physics we re achieved and

4 these will be discussed briefly in the last two sections of the

I ~ report.

The techni que of h igh -resolut ion optical absorption , ref lec-
t ion and photoluminescence spectroscopy (at band gap photon energ ies)

• 
‘.. is not only an extremely powerful tool for the analysis and study

of intr insic energy band parameters of semiconductors , as well as
thei r impuri ty  and defect states , b u t has also generally proven to

• be the best technique available for this purpose. Intrinsic or
free exciton format ion is observed in most we l l - fo rmed , wide-
bandgap crys tal structures , under optical excitation at cryogenic
tempera tures , and such free excitons have proven to be a very

L powerful tool for probing the intr insic band s t ructure  of semicon-

~1. 
duc tors ;  by the same token , bound exciton complexes have proven
to be an equally powerful tool for probing the impurity and defect
structure  of several of these semiconductor ma te r i a l s .  The fact
that  the opti cal t r ans i t ion s ar is ing from both free and bound
exci ton format ion fa l l  at photon energies near the bandgap makes
exciton spectroscopy an even more a t t ract ive technique for the wide
bandgap Il-VI materials , since their bandgap spectral regions (ultra-
violet  to near infrared)  f a l l  at wavelengths  for which extremely

• se ns i t ive  and fast  radiation detectors (including photographic
• emuls ions)  a re readily avai lable .  In conjunction with theo-

re ti c a l l y  ca lcula ted energy band structure , the effective mass
• approx ima tion and h igh magnetic fields (magneto-optical spectroscopy),

~~~ 

. 
- 

optical  band gap spectroscopy usually yields far more useful infor-
• mation regarding the intrinsic and extrinsic properties of semicon-

ductors than do alternative analytical techniques , such as elec tr ical
J transpor t measuremen ts , EPR , NMR , mass and emission spectroscopy ,

auger spectroscopy and several other standard techniques. Moreover ,
the spectroscopic techniq ue is much more economical , in re spect of

• ‘
~1
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- both experimental resources and the time required for analysis,
than are most of the alternative analytical techniques which are
available to the semiconductor physicist and engineer.

Actually, bandgap exciton spectroscopy is closely related
to another spectroscopic resonance technique which has been widely
used to probe the intrinsic band structure of both wide and narrow =

bandgap semiconductors. This technique, usually referred to
collectively as interband or intraband infrared cyclotron resonance

I and originally developed at microwave frequencies, has been exten-
sively employed in the measurement of charge carrier effective
masses in semiconductors at high symmetry points in the Brillouin

• ‘1 1 Zone and yields what are probably the most precise values of
• these parameters which have been determined to date. It has

also been used to probe the shape of conduction and valence bands
and to measure precisely the magnitude of the electron-phonon
interaction in polar semiconductors. The intraband cyclotron

L ‘ resonance technique has been extended in recent years to studies
F of shallow donor and acceptor impurity resonances (Zeenian Spec—

troscopy) at far infrared frequencies and high magnetic fields,
L 1 mostly since the advent of high-resolution Fourier transform

( spectroscopy (interferometry) and particularly since the advent
• of far infrared molecular gas lasers which radiate at submilli—

meter wavelengths. The technique of far infrared Zeeman spec-
troscopy of impurities and defects is usually referred to as
submillimeter magneto—spectroscopy. It has proven to be an

• extremely sensitive and powerful technique for analyzing the —

defect structure of semiconductors and for detecting the presence
of different donors and acceptors of nearly equal binding energy
(chemical shifts) in high mobility samples, particularly when
the cross-modulation technique (photoconductive signal detection)
is employed. f~ 

th~s mode as few as five impurity electronsout of some 10 1cm can be detected. Zeeman spectroscopy of
• excitons at the bandgap and submullimeter magneto-spectroscopy

are actually complementary spectroscopic techniques; one can
sometimes be used to advantage instead of the other and both have

• been employed in the semiconductor characterization studies of
this task effort. One recent example of the power of the spec-
troscopic technique can be seen in the following: For more than
a decade, many experimental attempts have been made to determine

• precisely the magnitude of the electron-phonon scattering interaction
due to large polaron formation in moderately to highly polar Ii• semiconductors and thereby establish the validity of Frohlich ’s
continuum model and his electron—phonon interaction theory. Many
of these attempts employed electrical transport measurements or

• related techniques and all proved either unsuccessful or inconclusive.
In recent work of this task effort, conduction—band—electron cy—

- clotron resonance absorption measurements were performed at sub-
millimeter wavelengths on high-mobility specimens of moderately
polar n-type CdTe and the experimental results (polaron-induced
shifts in cyclotron frequency and electron mass) were, for the

-
~ - first time, in excellent quantitative agreement with the predictions

:,~ H
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of the one—phonon quantum mechanical theory of the Frohlich
electron—phonon scattering Interaction over a wide range of
cyclotron frequencies and fields.

The task was divided into essentially three parallel efforts:

1) Crystal Growth and Preparation
2) Optical Propert ies

- 
3) Magneto—Optical Properties

These three separate but Interdependent efforts are treated in
• 

- separate sections of the report under the same titles . This is
followed by a separate section which discusses several device oriented
research projects and another which briefly summarizes the significant
achievements of the task. The report concludes with a summary of
~he experimental findings together with recommendations for future

- 
research and device applications .
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SECTION II

CRYSTAL GROWTH AND PREPARATI ON

1. INTR ODUCTI ON

A substantial part of this task effort (about 50%) was de-
voted to the growth and preparation of the Group II — VI crystals
and to research aimed at Imp ’ovlng the purity and quality of both
single and polycrystals of these materials; the effort included
research on improved methods of crystal growth , such as novel

• furnace designs , precise temperature measurement and control ,
ultra—purification of raw materials and controlled impurity doping
techniques . Depending on the purpose for which they were intended ,
crystals were grown in two basically different forms : 1) large,

-

~~~ 
single and polycrystalline Ingots (up to 5—6 in.3 In volume), /
and 2) thin , high—quality, hexagonal platelets up to 1cm2 in

• cross—section. Virtually all of the wide bandgap II — VI compounds ,
such as CdS, ZnS, ZnO, CdSe, ZnSe, ZnTe, CdTe and HgS, were grown
In one of these forms or the other during the course of this program .

• 

- Most of the II — VI compounds crystallize in the zincblende ( c u b i c)
structure, but several crystallize in the hexagonal modification
and these will be identified below . The bulk crystal growth effort
was aimed primarily at the production of large, bulk—single—crystals
for direct device applications , as well as for the research needs
of the entire Laboratory research program , while the platelet-
crystal growth effort was directed primarily toward experimen—

• tation to improve the chemical parity and structural quality of
— the II — VI compound crystals. The platelet growth effort also

• included a program of high—resolution , magneto—optical spectro—
scopy (mostly bound exciton spectroscopy ) which was used as an
analytical tool for the identification of residual concentrations

• of chemical Impurities and defects in these materials. This
- ; 

F - - 
- - program on the magneto—optical spectroscopy of defects and im—

purities in platelet crystals was begun in the early 1960r s by -
=

Reynolds , Litton and Collins (summarized in several papers on
J - bound exciton Zeeman spectroscopy referenced in the Appendix

- of this report); It was continued by Greene , starting in the
mid—196O’s, primarily for the purpose of studying and identify—
ing specific kinds of electronic defects commonly encountered in

- CdS, CdSe and CdS:Se, such as those introduced by the alkafl
metals and the halogens (see L. C. Greene, ARL Final Report No.
TR 75—O09’). The platelet type crystals (CdS, CdSe , ZnS and ZnO)
were chosen for the impurity and defect studies because they could

~~ be grown with stable and reproducible defect , structure and
• because they proved to be excellent general models of the defect

- structure for all of the II — VI compounds . Many of the funda—
mental optical properties (discussed in the Introduction , Section I)
were also first measured and defined in the platelet crystals

I.
- 5
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because of their high—purity and high optical quality. The details
of both bulk and p latelet crys tal growth techn iques have been
given In a review by Reynol ds, Ref. 5, Appendix of th is report , -•

and are summarized briefly below .

2. BULK CRY STALS

Single crystals of the wide bandgap II — VI Compounds were
grown by two princ ipal methods

• 
• (1) Vapor phase sublimation of the compound in either

sta t ic or gas flow systems and ,

(2) High pressure melt—growth in modified Bridgman systems .

- • The polycrystalline infrared laser window specimens of ZnSe and
ZnTe discussed in Section V were also grown by the vapor phase
sublimation technique . Both vapor phase sublimation and high
pressure melt furnaces were emp loyed in the growt h of the CdS,( CdSe , ZnO , ZnS and CdTe single crystals wnose optical and magneto—
optical properties are summarized in Sections III and IV. Most

p ~, of the II — VI compound s undergo sublimitation at high temperature
and do not melt at atmospheric pressure . The exceptions are
CdTe, HgSe, HgTe and HgCd :Te (and under cei’tain circumstances ,
HgS) which can be grown from the melt at atmospheric pressure . =

In fact, the highest mobility CdTe crystals ever grown have been
crystallized from the melt , using the techniques of traveling
solvent , modified Bridgman and vertical zone melting. For example ,
the high mobility CdTe crystals (IJ e - lO5cm 2/v—sec at 35 degrees
K) employed in the polaron cyclotron and impurity resonance
measurements discussed in Section IV were grown from low pressure
metals. High pressure melt growth is often employed when impurity
doping is required in the II — VI compounds , although the crystalline
per fect ion of suc h crys tals is not as high as that of crystals
grown by vapor transport . This is particularly true for CdS,
CdSe , ZnS and ZnO , and to a lesser extent for ZnSe and ZnTe .
But It is usually possible to obtain a more uniform distribution
of dopant in pressure—melt—grown crystals and to overcome the
impurity segragation problem , often common to vapor—grown—crystals.

All of the vapor phase crys ta l  furnaces emp loyed for this
sublimat ion growth of the II — VI crys tals were des igned and
constructed in ARL. The single and multiple zone furnaces
employed for this purpose were similar in principle to the original
design of Reynolds and Czyzak . In a typical single zone furnace ,
thermal insulation is achieved with firebricks which surround
the mullite—cerami c furnace liner tube. Six SIC heating elements

6
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(rods) are positioned radially around the mullite tube and run
the length of the furnace.  In tl~is arrangement , a hot zone

• approximately 18 inches long is developed at the center of the
furnace.  Measurement of the temperature gradient along the
furnace length shows the temperature profi le  to be parabol ical ly—

I shaped , with  the hot tes t  point lying at the center. Temperature
control is maintained with a proportional temperature controller

= In conjunction with a Pt — Pt 0.13 Rh thermocouple , whose hot
junction is positioned at the center of the furnace, adjacent to
the external ceramic furnace tube. The growth chamber is provided
withi n the inner quartz liner tube (approximately 2 — inch diameter)

• which is described below .

- • - All of the bulk vaporgrown II — VI crystals discussed in
- • 

this report were grown by the method of Reynolds , Czyzak and Greene
V which was first used in the late l9140’s and early 1950’s for the

growth of CdS and ZnS. The method is essentially a static one
employing an inert gas atmosphere. In the present versions of

- this method , the crystal powder charge is placed within two tele—
scoping quartz tubes , one end of each tube being fitted with a
roughened quartz seed plate . The quartz tubes are then pushed

S / together, creating a chamber approximately six inches long for the
- 

powder charge , which ranges between 200 — 250 gms, depending upon
the final crystal size desired . The quartz tube arrangement is

- I then placed within the mullite furnace tube and positioned such
I that the charge lies at the maximum in the temperature profile.

One end of the mullite tube Is permanently closed and the other
is sealed with a rubber stopper containing glass tube exhaust and
inlet ports. The system is then evacuated with a mechanical pump
and , while still under vacuum, the charge is fired (sintered)
at approximately 800 degrees C for at least an hour. After firing,
the system is purged several times with pure argon. Finally , the
system is filled with argon and sealed. The furnace temperature
is then raised to a point slightly above the sublimation tern—
perature of the powder charge where it is maintained for the
duration of the growth period . Typical sublimation temperatures
are approximately 1300 degrees C for CdS ; 12i40 degrees C for
CdSe; l3~ O degrees C for ZnSe; and 1180 degrees C for CdTe. Hot
subliming vapors from the powder charge are then deposited on the
colder quartz seedplates which form the nucleation sites for single

-
~~~~~ crystal growth. Typical temperature gradients maintained between

the charge and seedplate were approximately 50 degrees C for CdS
and ZnSe , and in the range of 30 — 

~O degrees C for CdTe and• CdSe . Approximately seven days are required for the growth of
large boules of CdS , CdSe and ZnSe ; 10 days for CdTe. At the

4 completion of growth, the system is slowly returned to room tern—
perature In order to prevent cracking of the single crystal boules

‘4
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due to the differential thermal contraction between the crystal
• ingot ~nd the quartz  tub e and seedplate to which it is attached .

A similar version of this same system was also used to synthesize
the large ZnSe and ZnTe s ingle and po lycrys ta l l ine  infrared laser
window cyrstals (discussed in Section V). In this case the quartz
tubes and seedplates were coated with pyrolytic graphite in order
to prevent sticking of the crystals to the growth chamber surfaces
and thereby prevent cracking of the ingots during cool-down .

The vapor phase furnace was used to grow several of the high -
purity , n-type CdS bulk specimens employed in the spin-flip-Raman
sca t ter ing  measurements summarized in Section IV. As grown , these

= - - crystals were usually of very high r e s i s t i v i t y .  In order to lower
their resistivities , the crystals were sealed in quartz ampules
and bak ed in a Cd at mosphere for periods of 24 to 36 hours .
Following this procedure , spec imens wit h room temperature mobilities
100 cm-/ v-sec and res is t iv i t ies  in the range of 1 to 0.01 ohm-cm
co uld be obtained.  Such specimens ha~ 7r oom -temperature  9j rier

• concentrat ions in the range of 1 x 10 to a few time s 10 / cm.-r •Roonz temperature carrier concentrations in this range were required
~: J in order to- achieve the low-temperature electron concentrations

- ( required for the sp in - fl ip - Raman scat ter ing measurements .  Similar
— rocedures were also applied to the CdSe and CdTe vapor-grown

specimens used in the light scattering experiments. Frequently,
howeve r , one f inds  that the vapor growth of pure CdTe yields p -type
crys ta l s  of s l igh t ly  non-s toichiome t ric composition , owing to the

L loss of Cd during hi gh t emperature subl imat ion.  This e f fec t  has alsor been observed and can be a problem in the conventional low-pressure ,
melt -growth of CdTe. When the r e s i st iv i ty  of such p- type  crystals
is not extremely hi gh , they can be type-converted by baking in a
Cd atmosphere and , occasio na l ly ,  moderately low - res i s t iv i ty, n - type
mater ia l  can be produced . Similar pro cedures were also applied to
modera te ly - low-res i s t iv i ty ,  as grown n-CdTe laser window specimens .
Th e r e s i s t iv i ty  of such specimens could be increased to re la t ive ly
high values by the compensation produced by baking in a Te atmosphere ,
thereb y reducing their infrared radiat ive absorption losses to
acceptable value s fo-r the window applications .

Several of the CdS, CdSe and ZnSe specimens employed in the
spin - f l ip -Raman  scat tering studies were grown in a commercial ly-
b u i l t , pressure-melt  furnace , provided by the Ea gle Pi tcher  Co.
All of the Raman specimens grown b y thi s method were donor-doped
(wi th  e i ther  Cl or Br) to concentrat ion in the range of 1 to
100 ppm. The dopants were provided b y various salts , mixed in the• i n i t i a l  cha rge.  Operating at pressures in the range of 1500 to

• 2000 psi and at temperatures somewhat lowe r than those required
I for vapor phase growth , n- type  crystals of CdS , CdSe and ZnSe

we re grown over periods of several days.  The pressure-mel t  furnace

8
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was also used to grow CdS , ZnS , ZnSe and ZnTe crystals doped
with transit ion metal and rare earth ions which were used for
various research studies within the laboratory , particularly

-

- spectroscopic , magneto—resistance and thermal conductivity char —• acterizatiori studies of such impurities .

The thin (7 — 25i~m th ick)  InAs epi—layer specimens employed
in the resonant polaron coupling studies and in the magneto—
spectroscopic studies (cyclotron resonance) of the shallow donor
electron were grown epitaxially in a three—zone, continuous—• hydrogen—flow , open—tube type epi—layer furnace of the type designed
and operated by McCarthey and Cronin. The epi—layers were
grown on Cr—doped , semi—insulating GaAs substrates . Bulk m A e
specimens were also employed in the cyclotron resonance mea-
surements and these were pulled from the melt. Some of the m A e
epi—layers were grown by the author and others were obtained
from various commercial sources and laboratories .

3. PLATELET CRYSTALS

Of the 12 chalcogenides of Zn, Cd and Hg, only CI S , CdSe ,
ZnS and ZnO readily crystallize in the wurtzite hexagonal

= 
- -  structure, and It is only from these materials that the thin,

high—quality , platelet type crystals can be grown by vapor
phase sublimation; most of the others, such as CdTe , ZnTe and
ZnSe , normally crystal l ize In the zincblende cubic structure .

A modified version of the single zone vapor phase furnace
described above was originally employed for the growth of the
high— quali ty CdS , CdSe and ZnO platelets whose Intrinsic and
bound exciton spectra are discussed in Sections III and IV.

- - - In this dynamic system, the crystal vapor is transported across
a temperature gradient by means of an argon flow and is deposited
upon the sharp edges of a radially—cut quartz cylinder of small
diameter. Nucleation occurs at the sharp edges of the cylinder,
producing high—quali ty platelets as thin as 0.5 to 50 um , wi th
cross sections up to 1cm2 , and thicker platelets of lower quality
ranging up to 1000 m thick. Actually, a considerably more =

‘4 sophisticated three-zone vapor furnace was used for the more
recent platelet growth of CdS and CdSe, but the basic vapor
phase technique remains essentially the same .

Platelet crystals grow predominantly In the direction of
their hexagonal c—axes and are bounded by natural crystal planes ,
The very thin platelets also have the f lexibi l i ty and crystalline
perfection of a whisker, Indicating a very low defect concen—
tration. In fact, some of the very thin platelets of CdS show

r
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no visible photoluminescence under intense optical excitation ,
indicating a very low concentration of optically active impuri-
ties and defects. Somewhat surprisingly, perhaps , the pla telet
crystals can also be grown to a stoichiometric excess of Cd and
S. High purity platelets with excess Cd show a characteristic
neu tra l donor complex , and thos e con taining excess S show a
neutral acceptor complex , as determined from Zeeman studies
of thei r  bound exci ton pho tolum inescence spectra at tempera tures
1 to 4 degrees K. This will be discussed further in Section

- 
~~~

. IV.

4. SPECIMENT PREPARATION : CUTTING AND POLISHING

The optical , electr ical, thermal and other semiconductor
specimen preparation requirements of the entire laboratory were
serviced by a part of this task effort . For example , optical
transmission , reflection and photoluminescence specimens
were cut from as-grown crystal ingots into many different geom-
etries for many diff eren t types of sc ien ti f ic  exper imen ts , as
well as for optical device applications . Crystal cutting was
accomplished by means of diamond wire saws and cutting wheels.
Often , it was also required that semiconductor specimens have

( their crystallographic axes and planes spacially oriented with
respect to the specimen faces and surfaces; this was accomplished
by means of x-ray diffraction measurements prior to cutting the
specimen . The faces of optical specimens were ground and polished
by standard lapidary techniques (automated lapping machines)
and were typically polished to mirror-like finishes , thr ough a

• • series of wet-laps with successively f iner abrasives , such as
various grades of A1,0.~ powder. Chemically polished specimens
were also prepared, and , when required , spec imen surfaces were
chemically cleaned and roughened or polished with special etchants.
Specimens of many different semiconductor materials were prepared
during the course of this effort, not only the wide bandgap

• Il-VI compounds , but also many of the III-V’s, and Si and Ge
as w e l l .  Often such specimens were required for special
experimental purposes , such as inf rared  f i l t e r s, transmission
windows , and optical lenses , that could not be acquired corn-
merc ia l ly .  Specimens were also prepared for special in-house
projects , such as the small chips and wafers of doped ZnSe and
ZnS required for the fabrication of light emitting diodes , as
well as the optically polished specimens of ZnSe and ZnTe

• - required for both in-house and contract programs on the develop-
ment of optical waveguides and integrated optical circuit elements.
As part of the Air Force High Power Infrared Laser Window Mater ials
Program , which began early in 1971, a large number of CdSe , CdTe ,

• 

- 

ZnSe , ZnTe and ZnSe:Te laser window crystals were cut , polished
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and otherwise prepared for optical transmission test ing ( ab-
sorption coefficient measurements) In the joint AF Mater~a1sLab — AF Weapons Lab program. Most of these specimens were
grown in—house , but a few were provided from various external

• contract programs. In fact, surface polishing techniques were
developed especially for these window specimens In order to
minimize their surface scattering and absorption losses. Small
optical specimens of the window materials were also prepared
for photoluminescence spectroscopic studies of the impurities

- 

and defects which they contained . The spectroscopic studies of
the laser window materials were performed as a part of the basic
task effor t , but will be discussed separately under Section V.

- -/
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SECTION III
- -

- 
- OPTICAL PROPERTIES

~~~~~~
- 

-
~ : 1. INTRODUCTION

- In addition to their interesting electrical properties ,
= 

semiconductors also absorb, reflect, scat ter, disperse and
radiate light, and, in general, interact strongly with the
electromagnetic radiation field. For this reason, many of

- = their fundamental properties , such as energy bandgaps, acti-
vation energies , effective mass parameters, dielectric functions,
refractive indices and lattice vibrational frequencies, can be
determined from optical experiments, particularly from their
optical spectra. As used here, the term “optical” refers to a
broad region of the electromagnetic spectrum , ranging from the
vacuum ultraviolet to the far infrared. Over the past two
decades , optical spectroscopy has been increasingly employed

• for the study and measurement of semiconductor prcperties
and has ultimately become a very powerful experimental tool.
Some of the earliest determinations of the bandgapn in Ge and
Si were made from measurements of their spectral transmission
and reflectivity in the near infrared, and these measurements
led ultimately to a better understanding of the indirect—
allowed optical transitions and the off—axis conduction band
minima in these important semiconductor materials which cry—
stallize in the diamond structure . During the past ten years,
optical spectroscopy has also become a very powerful tool for

V the study and characterization of electronic defects and impuri—
ties (bound states) in semiconductors . Much of our present
understanding of the fundamental energy band structure in
semiconductors, particularly in the II — VI and III — V corn—pounds and in Ge and Si, has come through detailed studies of
their intrinsic optical spectra , and there is still much to be
learned from spectroscopic studies of impurities and defects

.1 in these materials.

In this section we shall deal with those intrinsic and
extrinsic semiconductor parameters which can be measured and
studied from optical spectra in the absense of a magnetic
field the effect of an externally applied magnetic field
on these parameters will be treated separately under
Magneto—Optical Properties in Section IV. In semiconductor
optical spectra, virtually all of the spectral features arising
from the optical transitions (electronic and lattice) sharpen

I markedly upon cooling to cryogenic temperatures. In fact,

- 

many of the important optical transitions which characterize

4
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the quantum states of a semiconductor can only be observed
at very low temperatures (near 4 . 2  degrees K) .  This is caused ,
in part , by a reduction in the various scattering mechanisms
which are dominant at room temperature and by a reduction in
the thermal spread of the quantum levels with respect to the
energy of the optical transition (hw>>KT) . By measuring the
optical and magneto-optical spectra as a function of temperature ,
a great deal of additional information about the intrinsic and
extrinsic properties of semiconductors can be obtained , partic-
ularly wi th regard to free electron and hole populations ,

• - • •• impurity concentrations and the oscillator strengths of the
optical transitions . For this reason , most of the semiconductor
optical spectra discussed her e were measured as a func tion
of tempera ture , usually in. the range of 1.2 to 4.2 degrees K
and rarely above 100 degrees K. Exciton spectra , e.g., are not,
observed in most of the Il-VI compounds at temperatures much
above 10 degrees K. owing to the small binding energy of these
quasiparticles. Unless otherwise specified , all of the spectral

• data discussed in this report were obtained at temperatures
between 1.2 and 4.2 degrees K.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

In addition to unique crystal-growth facilities for the
-‘ II-VI compounds (vapor phase and pressure-melt furnaces), the

laboratory is also uniquely equipped to perform high-
resolution absorption , ref1t~~tion and emission spectroscopy
in semiconductors , over a wide range of cryogenic tempera tures.
Several cryogenic Dewars , wi th provis ion for immersion curling
of sem iconduc tor optical specimens to tempera tures as low as
1.2 degrees K , were employed in the spectral measurements , and

- .  optical cryostats capable of operating between 10 and 300
degrees K were also available for specimen cooling. High-
resolution spectral analysis of the light transmitted , reflected ,
emi tted and sca ttered by the sem iconductor specimens was
ach ieved with several modified Bausch and Lomb gra ting spec tro-
graphs of 2 meter focal leng th , equipped wi th f/ 16 optics and
large 4” x 5”, 55,000 lines/inch diffraction gratings . The
high ;resolu tion gra ting spectrome ters had a spectral range from
2000A to about 2 jim wavelength and were thus extremely useful
for bandgap spectral studies in all of the Il-VI compounds
considered in this report. These spectrogra~hs were c~pable

-
. of a limiting spectral resolution of 0.08cm (1 x 10 eV)

at the narrowest slit widths . The spec trally analyzed
• radiation was detected with high-speed photographic emulsions

and wi th photoelectronic detectors. Continuous radiation
--“I
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— (sources) was provided by high—intensity tungsten lamps and by
high—pressure zirconium lamps; photoj.uminescence excitation
was provided by filtered U—V sources (high—pressure Hg are
lamps) and by rare gas ion laser sources.

Infrared absorption and photoconductivity spectral mea—
surements were performed in a far infrared , vacuum—grating

- spectrometer capable of providing monochromatic radiation from
the visible out to 120 jim wavelength. Designed and constructed
in—house , this monochromator Is particularly well suited for -

- mid—to far infrared absorption and reflectivity measurements
- In the neighborhood of the strong reststrahlen absorption

bands of most semiconductors (20 to 70 ~m wavelength).  It was
employed in the reststrahlen and local mode (impurity) absorption

- measurements in CdS, CdSe and a — HgS and in doped and undoped
= - ZnSe laser window specimens. The infrared spectrometer h9 a

1.5 meter focal length (f/7 optics) and is capable of lcf
resolution in the far infrared and approximately 0.5 cm in
the near Infrared . It also employs several di fferent types of

- - - Infrared detectors , including diamond window Golay cells, as
well as fast photoconductive and he lium—cooled semiconductor
bolometer detectors for selected spectral ranges. Housed In

I a large vacuum tank, this spectrometer was designed so that it
could be used in conjunction with cryogenic optical Dewars, as

r -
, well as superconductive magnet Dewars.

3. ENERGY BAND STRUCTURE

- We shall be concerned here primarily with those II — VI
and III — V compound semiconductors wziich crystallize In either
the wurtzite  he xagonal , or the zlncblende cubic structures.
At this point in time, the energy band structure throughout
the Brillouin zone, and particularly at the high symmetry points,

-
~~~ 

- 

-~ is very well understood in nearly all of the II — VI  and

III — V semiconductors which crystallize in these structures .
Much of this understanding has come from the enormous number

- 
-- of theoretical energy band calculations which have been performed

over the past few years , such as those performed by the ARL
- • 

-,  Solid State Theory Group, using various plane wave methods,
as well as those performed by other groups, using several

- 
different theoretical approaches (See T. C. Collins, ARL Final

- Report No. TR 75—0020 , February 1975, and the re ferences cited
• - --~ therein) .  And there is l i t t le  doubt that the experimental

• optical data obtained from semiconductor spectra have contributed
• considerably to the success of these theoretical energy band

• - studies.
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As noted in Section II, CdS , CdSe, ZnS and ZnO readily
crystallize in the wurtzite structure, and, for our purposes
here , we shall be concerned mainly with the wurtzite energy
band structure at the center of the Brillouin Zone (r — symmetry
point, near K 0). This point in K—space defines the for-
bidden energy gap at the conduction and valence band extrema;
it Is also the E vs K region which is appropriate to our studies
of exc iton struc ture , bandgap transitions and Impurity states .

At K = 0, the wurtzite band structure Is characterized by
a conduction band minimum of r7 symmetry . It is also char-
acterized by a six—fold degenerate valence band maximum of
r 15 symmetry, in the absence of spin—orbit and crystal field
interactions; in the presence of these perturbations, the r 15
valence band splits into three two—fold degenerate bands of
the following symmetries; a top valence band (A—band ) of F9
symmetry and two lower split—off bands (B— and C—bands), each
of r 7 symmetry . It is interesting to note that the r 15 valence
band is equivalent to that of the zincblende structure In the
absence of spin—orbit interaction. The splitting of the wurtzite
valence band arises from a mixed spin—orbit and crystal field
interaction. The separations of these three valence bands are( defined by the relations

EAB = 

~~So + Ac )/’2 — 

~ -~~So + 
~~~~~~ 

— 2~ 5~~ C /3] ½,

• EBC = C
~ So 

+ 
~~~~~ 

+ t
~~~So + 

~cr~
2
”~ 

— 2A So~ Cr/3]½
~ (1)

from which approximate values of the spin—orbit and crystal
field energies, A~~and A~~ , may be calculated. For all practical
purposes , the wur~~ ite structured materials are direct bandgapsemiconductors and have direct allowed optical transitions .
In terms of atomic orbitals, the conduction band states are
predominantly S—like in character and the valence band states
are predominantly p—like . Optical transitions between the
valence and conduction bands obey polarizat ion selection rules
which have been determined from group theory . For example ,
a 1’7 — F 9 transition is allowed only for E1C, where C is the

• crystalline c—axis of the wurtzite lattice and E is the electric
vector of the radiation. A r7 — r 7 transition, on the o~•her
hand, Is allowed for both modes of polarization (E11C and E1C).
It Is this property of the wurtzite band structure which gives

15 
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rise to the absorption dichroism commonly observed In CdS,
CdSe , ZnS and ZnO . Since free excitons are hydrogenically—
bound electron—hole pairs, whose electrons and holes derive -

~~~

from the conduction and valence bands , respectively, one would
expect the exciton symmetry to depend upon the symmetry of the
bands to which it belongs and It does . However, the total
symmetries ( irreducible representations) of the exciton states
are defined by a product representation of the conduction and
valence band symmetries and the exciton symmetry . This gives
rise to exciton states whose symmetries and optical selection
rules are different from those of the conduc tion and valence
bands . Similar arguments can also be made for the symmetries
and selection rules of exci ton complexes ( impurity exc i tons ) .
Optical selection rules are often extremely useful in identifying
the optical transitions In semiconductor spectra and have
frequently been used for this purpose In the present work. These
points will be discussed further in Section 111—6 (Exciton

-
- Structure).

Zincblende Is the other crystal structure which shall be
of interest to us here. Virtually all of the Ill—V compounds
and many of the Il—VI compounds normally crystallize in this
relatively simple cubic structure. The zincblende energy band
structure is relatively simple at the F—symmetry point. At
K = 0, it is characterized by a conduction band minimum of

LI. r6 symmetry . As noted above, it is also characterized by a
valence band maximum of F 15 symmetry , in the absence of spin—
orbit interaction. In the presence of spin—orbit interaction,
the valence band splits into two bands: a top valence band of
r8 symmetry and lower split—off band of r-~ symmetry . In materials
of this structure, optical transitions between conduction and

h r  valence bands are unpolarized . Moreover, excitons formed
from the conduction and valence bands of the zincblende structure
have states whose symmetries differ from those of the wurtzite
lattice. All of the zincblende semiconductors which have been
considered in the present report are characterized by direct
bandgaps.

The experimental values of the zone center separations
(r—point ) of the conduction and valence band edges in the
Il—VI compounds are given in Table I. These precise values
of bandgap and valence band separations have been determined

L ~~ mostly from intrinsic exciton spectra , in which the hydrogenic
exciton effective mass approximation was assumed. Exciton
spectra will be discussed in Section 111—6.
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4. INTRINSIC SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SEMICONDUCTORS

I 

a. Optical Dispersion

• In electrical terms , there are two extremes in which material
- media may be classified: 1) dielectric insulators and 2) metallic

conductors. Although semiconductors belong to neither extreme ,
• it ~as long been recognized that their electrical and optical

properties have much in common with those of the two extremes .
For example , semiconductors transmit , absorb and disperse optical

I radiation just as insulators do, and , at the same time , they also
- conduct electrical charge and have relatively high conductivities.

As their name suggests , semiconductors are part-insulator and
part-conductor and they are characterized by both dielectric and

I 
metallic properties . In our treatment of the intrinsic spectral
characteristics of semiconductors , it is of interest to consider

- the simple classical theory of optical dispersion in dielectric
media. The optical constants and dispersion relations which can

-~~~ be derived from classical dielectric theory are also applicable - -

- to semiconductor media and offer at least a semi-quantitative
- 

,~ description of the dispersion and absorption which arises from
the motion of both bound and free electrons , produced b) the incident
electromagnetic radiation field. Free excitons also produce dis-

I persion and their spectral characteristics definitely belong to
- I the intrinsic spectral characteristics of the semiconductor in

I which they are formed. In fact, it is now generally recognized - -

that the low temperature bandgaps of most IT-VT and Ill-V semi-
— conductors can be determined much more precisely from the analysis

of exciton spectra than from the analysis of broad absorption
adge spectra.

The classical  dispe rison treatment of Lorentz  considers the-
k pure dielectric as an assembly of oscillators set in forced motion
• -

~~• by the incident radiation field. In this model we shall be con-
- cerned with the polarization arising from the displacement of bound

-
• • electrons from their equilibrium positions , the displacement being
j produced by the periodic field of the incident radiation . The

- equation of motion of such electron can be written as

m*x + m*yx + m*~ x = eEe 0) ( 2 )

where m*, e and x are , respectively, t~e effective mass , chargeand displacement of the electro
~
, m*0) x is the restoring force ,

m* x is the damp ing force , Ee ‘~~ is t~e applied periodic field ,
w is a charac te r i s t i c  frequency and y is a damping factor  g iven

- 
by ~~‘ 

= l/T , whe re I is the col l is ion time .

p
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The solution of this equation varies sinusoidally and Its
complex amplitude is given by

* 
2 2x = (eE/m )/(A)

~~~ 
— (A) + 1w ) (3 )

from which we may calculate the oscillating dipole moment, ex,
and the polarization, F, of the medium in which there are N
electrons per unit volume

P = Nex/E . (14 )

In dielectrics of non—vanishing conductivity, the refractive

-: index is complex and may be written as

-~~ N = (n — 1k) (5)

where n is the real part of the index, and k is the absorption
index which is proportional to the conductivity , 2nkwc0. For
the same reason, the dielectric function of the medium is also
complex and may be expressed as

= (n—ik)2 = (n~k
2—i2nk), ( 6 )

Since c = N2. Both N and c depend on the frequency or wave-
length , since n and k are f~equency—dependent . The complex
dielectric function is related to the polarization by

= 1 + P/c0, (7)

where c is the dielectric permativity of free space. Combining
Equations (6) and (7) and substituting Equations (3) and (14),
we obtain - - -

(n ik)2 = 1 + (Ne u/m*C0
) / (w

0
2_w 2i~iw ), (8)

Equating real and imaginary parts of Equation (3 ) ,  we obtain
2 2  2 2 2

n —k = 1 + (Ne /m*c ) (A) W
7 0 0

:~~ 2 2 2  2 2
~~~0 ~ ‘ ~ + ~

-
~~~~~~~ and

2nk = (Ne 2/m*c 0 ) 
~~ 

— 

2 2 2 2 ~~ (10)

(w — w )  +~~~ ij

Equations (9) and (10) are the :lassical dispersion relations which
relate the optical constants , n and k , to the radiation frequency ,
w , in a dielectric medium . As noted above , n and k are not
actually constants; they are slowly varying functions of the
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frequency, w , except in regions of intrinsic absorption where
-

• they vary rapidly with frequency . These classical dispersion
relations provide approximate descriptions of the dispersion
and absorption which arises from the motion of bound elec~ro~sin semiconductors. The left—hand side of Equation (9), n —k ,
is the real part of the complex dielectric function, c , while
the left—hand side of Equation (10) is its imaginary part, as
we can see from Equation ( 6 ) .  We note from Equation (10) that

• 2nk rises through a maximum as w + w
~
, which corresponds to an

absorption band centered at w , such as the broad absorption
peak (continuum ) which arises°from the band—to-band transitions
at the bandgap and which commences at the absorption edge of the
semiconductor , Equation (1) represents a single oscillator and
thus has only one maximum in 2nk (at w = w ). For wavelengths
much longer than those in the absorption band centered at
w = w , k becomes negligible in comparison to n , and Equation ( 9 )

= 
may bg approximated by

n2— 1 (Ne 2/m*c0)/(w0
2_w 2). (11)

As ~ + o, Equation ( 10) shows tha t the absorption is small and
Equation (11) reduces to

4 n0
2—l = Ne2/m*c0 ~~~ (12)

which has been used to calculate accurate values of the long wave—
-
. - length limit of the refractive index In several semiconductor

materials. In polar semiconductors , such as the Il-VI and 111—V
compounds , there are actually two very strong absorption bands
which characterize the intrinsic absorption spectrum : one which
occurs at the absorption edge (bandgap ) and another (the lattice
absorption band) which occurs In the longwave (Infrared) region .
The simple, single—oscillator , classical model of dielectric dis—
persion does not account for the two absorption bands simultaneously ,
nor does it account for other weaker optical transitions (electronic
and lattice mode ) which characteri ze the semiconductor and which
alter the dispersion relations and hence the absorption spectrum .
Nevertheless, the simple oscillator model provides some useful
insights regarding the physics of optical dispersion produced by
the polarization of moving charges in a semiconductor medium .

The more exact quantum mechanical treatment of dispersion
• considers the interaction of the radiation field with atomi c and

molecular states, and yields expressions which are very similar
-~ to the c lassical result , except that they contain a sum of terms

like those on the right—hand side of Equations (9) and OM).
These terms represent a set of linear oscillators each of which
has a resonance frequency corresponding to allowed transition .
Thus, in the quantum mechanical result, Equation (10) becomes

2nk = ~ (N e~ fi/m*c0) ~~~~~~ (13)
1 2 2 2  2 2

~~~~~~~~ 
+ w y 1
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The magnitude of the contr ibut ion of each oscillator to the
optical constants is determined by the oscillator strength

• of each transition .

If 2nk, the imaginary part of the dielectric function, is
known as a function of w over a wide range of frequency , for all
of the quantized oscillators which contribute to the absorption
processes in a given semiconductor material (electronic band—to—
band transitions plus lattice mode contributions), then we may
plot a curve of 2nk vs. w , the peaks of which correspond to
absorption maxima in the spectrum of the material. The absorption
of a dielectric medium is always determined by the imaginary part

• of Its frequency—dependent dielectric function . 8, the absorption
-
• coefficient of an optically transparent medium , is defined by the

condition that the energy in the incident wave fall to l/e of its
initial value in a distance 1/ 8 , and is given by

8 = 2wk/c = 1411k/A . (114)

8 is commonly expressed in units of cm1. If n is known as a
function of frequency, we can, in principle , calculate k as a

¼ function of frequency from Equation (13) and hence, from Equation
(114), the absorption coefficient as a function of frequency which =

corresponds to the absorption spectrum of the semiconductor .
From energy band calculations performed in ARL ’s Solid State Theory

t Group, the excitation energies and the imaginary parts of the di—
electric functions have been determined for a number of Il—VI and
Ill—V semiconductors and the calculated absorption has been in
very good agreement with the optically measured values .

We turn now to a consideration of the optical transmission
and reflection properties of semiconductors . Their spectral
transmission characteristics make semiconductor materials very
useful for many optical applications , such as windows , lenses

~~ and band—pass filters of varying refractive index , dispersion
and reflectivity. In the broad spectral region between the rest—
strahlen absorption band , semiconductors are characterized by a
relatively high optical transmission, and the same is also true
of highly ionic dielectric materials . We have made use of this
property in our studies of high power infrared laser windows

• - materials, in which we have measured and studied the transmission
-• properties of CdTc , CdSe and ZuSe at a wavelength of lO.6iim ,

radiated by high power CO lasers. When grown to high crystal
quality and low impurity goncentrations , these materials have
very good spectral transmission at wavelengths between their band—
gaps and about 3Opm , where the lattice absorption bands begin,

k~~ 

- and are characterized by extremely low absorption coefficients
at lO.6Lim , as indicated in Section V.

In the absence of Fresnel reflection losses , the atten—
uation of optical transmission through material media can be

20
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expressed in terms of the definition of absorption coefficient
given in Equation (14). The attenuation is given by

I/Ia exp (-8d) , (15)

where I is the transmitted and 10 the incident intensity or power ,8 is the absorption coefficient , d is the thickness of the mater-
ial , and it is understood that I/I is the attenuation at a par-
ticular frequency, since 8 varies ~ith frequency. However , the
transmission of electromagnetic radiation through dielectric
materials always suffers reflection losses at the interfaces ,
and these losses are determined by the refractive index and the
conductivity of the material. For electromagnetic waves reflected
from a dielectric , we may write

r+ R½ e 1 =R ½ (cos+ - i s ink )  (16)

for the complex ampli tude of ref lec t ion at the surface , where R
is the power r e f lec t ion coeff ic ient , or r e f l e c t i v i t y ,  and • isthe phase angle.  At normal incidence (in air) , the complex
amplitude of ref lec t ion at the in ter face  of a d ie lectr ic  is given
by

r =  N - i
N+1 (17) =

which , on sub s t i tu t ing  the complex r e f rac t ive  index from Equation
- 

- - 
(5) , becomes

r =  n -i k-1
n- i  k+l  (18)

and , since the re f lec ted  in tensi ty  ( r e f l e c t i v i t y )  is given by the
square of the amplitude , we may fu r ther  wr i t e

R = n -i  k - i  2
— n-i. k+ l  , (19)

--I
- 

-‘ which , when rationalized , become s - 

-

R =  ~n - l~~~ + k ~-
+ . (20 )

Fo r pure d ie lectr ices  and most wide bandgap semiconductors , we
may assume that  k makes a neg l ig ib le  contr ibut ion to the reflec-
t i v i t y  in a spectra l region of high transmission . Hence we may
rewri te  Equation (20)  as

R =  n - i  2
n+l • (21)

; ‘~,
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~
quations (19) and (20) relate the optical constants n and k to

the reflectivity, R, which can be determined from spectral re—
flectlvity measurements. The reflectivity varies as a function
of frequency and R (w) will rise abruptly through a maximum and
then fall through a minimum in the neighborhood of an absorption
band . If R is known as function of frequency (from spectral mea—
surements), then n and k and hence 2nk can be calculated as a

• function of frequency. And , of course , from 2nk vs. w, the ab-
sorption spectrum of the semiconductor can be determined . Semi—

• conductor reflection spectra have often been used in the present
work to determine the positions (frequencies) of absorption bands
in highly absorbing spectral regions where the transmission was
almost totally attenuated , at the absorption edge, e.g., and this
will be discussed further in Section III—4b , below . Equation (21)
can be used to calculate the nearly constant background reflectivity
In a region of high transmission, if n is known from an independent

‘ measurement . R can also be determined directly from spectral re—
flectivity measurements. This has been done for a number of the
Il—VI compounds in the present work and there is good agreement
between calculated and experimental values of R, when proper account

- • Is taken of the rapidly attenuated , multiple internal reflections
which occur in dielectric layers. It is usually sufficient to con—

• sider only two reflections in the calculated values.

A useful expression for the optical transmission of absorbing
media can be derived from dielectric multi—layer theory . Consider
a plane—parallel dielectric plate of thickness d. In the absence

-‘ of interference fringes, it Is easy to show that the average,
normal—incidence transmission of this plate is given by

Tav . (ta ) = 
(l-R)2 exp £-$(w)d3 (22)
l—R exp [—2~ (w) d]

In a region of high transmission, R is usually small and does not
vary much with frequency, particularly in the highly ionic dielec—
tries and in wide bandgap semiconductors. Hence we may assume
that

1
exp (2 8d)  >> R~,

-
~~~~ even when 8 and d are relatively small. In this approximation,

we may rewrite Equation (22) as

Tav. (w) = (l-R)2 exp C-8(~~)dJ 
(23)

From their experimentally measured transmission spectra , semi—
conductor absorption coefficients can be calculated as a function
of frequency from Equations (22) or (23). While Equation (22)
provides reasonably accurate values of absorption coefficients

p at moderate absorption levels, it can not be used to calculate
absorption coefficients when the absorption losses are extremely
small , owing to the difficulty in making accurate transmission
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measurements at extremely low absorption levels. In the case
of the infrared laser window specimens , for example , their low
absorption coefficients were measured calorimetrically. This
was achieved by pulsing the specimens with a laser beam of known
frequency and power and then measuring the small temperature

• rise in the specimen due to the heat absorbed from the beam .
From the temperature rise and the measured power of the laser
pulse , together with known values of the specimen ’s mass, length
and refractive index , it was possible to calculate the absorption
coefficlents1of laser window specimens , which fall in the rangeof 0.001 cm and below.

The dispersion of free carriers also contributes to the
background absorption of semiconductors. Metallic or free
carrier absorption arises from the motion of free electrons (or
holes) in the semiconducting medium . Of course, perfectly free
electrons moving in the perfectly periodic field of a crystal

• lattice do not absorb radiation. Free carrier absorption arises

~ 

from the fact that there is scattering of the carriers as they
move in the energy bands of the lattice. And there are several
mechanisms by means of which the charge carriers can be scattered
in polar semiconductors , such as ionized impurIty, acoustic mode ,

( polar mode and piezoelectric scattering . As in the case of bound
= electrons (Equation (2)), the dispersion of free electrons can

also be treated classically . Equation (2) becomes the equation
of m~tion for free electrons when we set the restoring force,m*w0 x, equal to zero . Thus, for the case of free electrons ,
the dispersion relations of Equations (9) and (10) become

n2 — k2 = 1 — (Ne2/m*e0)/(w
2 

+ y 2 ) (214)

and

2nkw = (yNe 2/m*c0)/(w
2 + ~2 ) , (2 5)

since = 0. At small absorption (n2 >> k~) an~ at frequencies
high compared to the collision frequency (w >>y ),  Equation (214)
reduces to

2 = — Ne2/m*c0w
2. (26)

From the definition of absorption coefficient given in Equation
(114), we can then write

8 = 
~~~~~~~~~ 

= y Ne2/m*w2c0 nc (27)

Changing from frequency to wavelength and putting Equation (27)
in terms of the carrier mobility (y = l /T ;  i = pm*/e), we obtain

= 
A 2e3 

~~~ 
) , ( 2 8 )

14~r c
3n~0 m*j1
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which is equivalent to the classical Drude expression for the
free carrier absorption of a single type of carrier. Equation
(28) shows that the free carrier absorption increases with in-
creasing carrier concentration ; it also increases with the

• - squar e of the waveleng th and becomes s trong in the longwave
infrared reg ion. In fact , at high carrier concentrations , the
far- infrared free carrier absorption can become strong enough
to block the transmission of very thin semiconductor specimens .
Th is is par ticularly true of the narrow bandgap materials . In
infrared laser window ma teri als , free carrier absorption can be

r a prob lem if the carr ier conc entration is not ex treme ly low at
room temperature.

Experimental values of the Il-VI compound dielectric data
are presented in Table II. The static dielectric constants , e
have been de termin ed mos tly by Berlincour t and coworkers and $

were calcul ated from the exper imen tally measured values of the
elastic constants. They have also been measured electrically .

• The high frequency dielectric constants have been determined
mos tl y fr om e~perimentaily measured values of the refractiveindex (~~~ 

= n ). Most of the refractive indices have been mea-
• I sured either refractively or interferometrically in single crys - —

- I tal  specimens .

( b. Absorption and Reflection at the Bandgap

Al thou gh the s imp le disp er ison model prov ides a concep tually
usefu l  picture of the disperison and absorption processes in semi-
conduc ting d ielec tri cs , w e canno t expec t the sin gle bound osc illa tor
to predict the detailed spectral features of intrinsic absorption
in real semiconductors. In practice , we must invoke the energy
band model whose quantized energy bands (and States) are the prop-
erty of the periodic crystalline lattice . We mus t then cons ider
the many allowed cpticai transitions which occur between these
energy bands , in  ord er to accura te ly describe the dispersion and
absorption of ~uantizcd radiation in the semiconductor. And , of
course , these quantized optical transitions are determined by the
ener gy b and symmetri es , as well as momentum and polarization se-
lection rules. The spectral absorption edge is one of the most

J unique and striking features of semiconductor materials. In each
material , it f al ls at a differen t spec tral pos ition (wavelen gth)
and provides not only a measuremen t of the separation of conduction
and valence band edges (and hence the bandgap), but also a means of
classify ing and predicting many of the optical , thermal and elec-

— I trical transport properties of semiconductors . Absorption and re-
fle ction measuremen ts of the op tical trans it ions in the spec tra l
re gion of the band gap y ield a weal th of informa tion re gard ing the
intrinsic energy band s truc tur e , par t icularly the intrinsic exci ton

• struc ture , since it is in this spectral region that the intrinsic
exciton transitions are observed. The optical transitions of
sha ll ow donor and acce ptor impuri ties also fa ll in this spec tral
region and much can be learned abou t impuri ties an d defec ts f r om

• 24
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• such spectral measurements, particularly when performed as a

function temperature and in the presence of perturbing electric
and magnetic fields .

In many of the wide bandgap lI—VI compounds, which crys—
tallize in the zincblende structure, such as ZnSe, ZnTe and
CdTe , the conduction and valence bands are simple and parabolic

- near the center of the zone (near k = 0). In this approximation ,
we may write for the conduction and valence band energies

E
~ 

= EG + 
2k2 

and E — 
_____p. Zm~ 

V 2m’• - e h

which yield

~~

1 u E c
_ E  = E  + ic2 (29)

~~~~~ 1 

v G 2~i

j for the energy of the optical transition between conduction and
( valency band states. Solving the interaction Hamiltonian for the

Bloch wave states in these bands, we obtain an expression for the
absorption in terms of the momentum matrix element of the Inter-
ac tion , Fey , and the joint density of states of the bands , which
when substituted In Eqaution (29) yields an expression for the
absorption coefficient of the interband transitions

14 2 2  1 28 = ~ 
e 

~ ~3/2, ~~
. ~~, 2 3

- ~~=~-~~~j  ~ w —~~~,j  ,2 ~ ~~2V
nin~ c(  w)

where

~ 

w is the photon energy of the transition
n is the refractive index

• a is the polarization unit vector and
~i ~~~ m’/(ni + mi).

~~~~ For transitions allowed to firs t order , the momentum matrix ele—
- nient 1ev is a slowly varying function of energy . Equation (30)

~~~ is strictly valid over a small range of k, near k = 0 ( ~u
-

- Whe n B is plotted as a function of ( w—E )/E , the absorptiotl
rises very steeply and saturates into th~ co~ tInuuni of band states,
thus defining the absorption edge of the semiconductor . The
quantum mechanical model provides a more accurate description of
the shape of the absorption edge than does the classical oscillator.
Spectral measurements have been made of the absorption edge over a
wide range of temperatures in most of the Il—VI compounds ~n order
to optically characterize the band parameters In these materials .

As the photon energy , w, rises above the bandgap, there h.
a rapid attenuation of the transmission given by Equation ( 2 2 )  due
to the strong continuum absorption of the quantuir states In the
valence and conduction bands. In order to study the optical

25
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t ransitions between these higher conduction and valence band
states , it Is necessary to employ reflection spectroscopy . This
technique also provides details of the exciton spectra not ob—
served In absorption (transmission) spectra. In analyzing the
reflectivity , R(w), we find that there are anomalIc~ in the re-
flection spectrum (maxima and minima) which correspond to the
frequencies of optical transitions in the semiconductor . These
anomalies are produced by the dispersion of the optical constants.
Through various spectral weighting techniques , such as Kramer a—
Kronlg analysis, it is possible to calculate values of the ab—
sorption coefficient for specific optical transitions from quanti—
t ative spectral measurements of the ref lect ivi ty . This Is possible
because of the analytical relation which exists between the re—
flectivity , R(w), and the optical constants , n (w) and k(w), defined
for example, for the bound oscillator in Equations (9) and (10),
and Is done in the following way : the phase angle between the
Incident and reflected radiation waves is related to the reflectivity
and defined by Equation (16); it is also related to the reflectivity

= 
-
~ by one of the Kramers—Kronig relations

(~ p)  = ~~ log R (wp) /log R ( w )  dw 111 ° 2 2
w — w p

~~ & 

-

- where wp is a given frequency point on the reflectivity curve,
over which the integral is to be evaluated from w = o to w -

~~~~~ .

Equating real and imaginary parts of Equations (16) and (l~3),
‘ we obtain expressions for the optical constants , n and k, in terms

of R(w) and •(w),

k(~ ) = 2R1”2 sin p (32)
* 1 + R —  2R172 ~~~~

1 — Rn(~ ) = 1/21 + R — 2R cosp (33)

Equation (31) is summed numerically to obtain values of p (wp) at
each f requency point of the experimentally measured reflectivity,

1-4 - R( ~~). From Equations (32) and ( 3 3 )  and the known values of R(w)
and ( a ) ,  we can calculate the Imaginary part of the dielectric
t’unction (2nk) as a function of frequency (u). From Equation (114),
and the known values of n and k , we can also calculate the absorp—
~1on coefficient (8) as a function of frequency ( w ) .  In this way

• ~he absorption spectrum of the semiconductor can be calculated
from its reflection spectrum , and hence the resonant frequencies
(ene rgies) of the optical absorption transitions. In the present
work, this technique was employed to analyze the vacuum ultraviolet
reflection spectra of Il—VI semiconductors in order to determine
the transItion energies between the higher conduction and valence
bands , such as those at the p ,  X , L and M symmetry point in ZnO
and CdSe wurtzite structures.
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- c. Reststrahlen Absorption
-I.

The spectral transmission of semiconducting dielectric
= materials is bounded in the short wavelength region by the bandgap

(ultraviolet to near infrared) and in the long wavelength region
- 

- by the broad reststrahlen absorption bands , which range from
about 25 u rn in ZnO , out to 70 ~im in CdTe . The longwave absorption

- bands arise from the lattice vibrations , mainly the optical modes.
Only the transverse optical modes are infrared allowed in the
symmetries of the zinc blends and wurtzite lI-VI compounds . The
longitudinal optical modes are not observed in infrared absorption , :~but , knowing the static and high frequency dielectric constants ,

L 
Y and c , , they can be calculated from the relation

- ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~\½
- 

LO c~ 
) 

. (34)
- The strong TO mode absorption band is very broad , even at low

temperature , where the optical mode lattice vibration bands sharpen
- markedly and most of the acoustic mode structure disappears . Con-

- - sequently, it is difficult to determine the center frequency of
the broad TO phonon band from infrared absorption spectra. In

~ 
j practice , the lattice vibrational absorption bands are determined
( from infrared reflection spectra , in which the absorptions give

rise to relatively sharp maxima and minima . The absorption fre-
- 

quencies are then determined by Kramers-Kronig analysis , as des-
cribed above , or by fitting a classical oscillator to the reflec-
tivity spectrum. Combination bands of the optical and acoustic
vibrational modes , such as 2T0, LO + To, LO + TA , and TO + LA , are

-
- also observed in the infrared reflection and absorption spectra .

- The characteristic LO and TO phonon frequencies of the Il-V I
compounds , mostly determined from infrared spectral measurements ,

— - are presented in Table I I I .

In recent years , Raman scattering of laser li ght from phonon
states has been increasingly employed as a technique for the study
and measurements of phonon dispersion in semiconductors. In stokes
scattering, the incident laser photons lose an energy equal to that
of the phonons through preferential , in elastic scattering from

-j phonon states . Spectral analysis of the Raman scattrred radiation
reveals sharp peaks at photon energies below that of the pump laser ,
and their spectral separations from the laser peak correspond to
the phonon energies. Not all of the phonon modes are Raman active ,
but the frequencies of those wh ich are observed can be determined
very precisely. Raman spectroscopy has been employed in the present
work to study the phonon frequencies of CdTe and CdS .

‘l A novel technique , which makes use of the large electron-
- - phonon coupling to impurity states in polar semiconductors , has

-~~~~~ also been employed in the study of phonon dispersion in CdS and
ZnO. In this technique , the experimental data are obtained from
photoluminescence spectroscopy of bound exciton eomplexes , which
will be discussed further in Sections Ill -S and 111-6 . Because
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of the electron—phonon coupling, the bound exciton emission lines
are accompanied by a series of sharp phonon—assisted emission - 

-
lines (phonon replicas) which arise from coupling to the optical
mode phonon states (mostly LO modes). These sharp lines, which
are equally spaced and separated by the phonon energy, provide
accurate experimental values of the phonon frequencies. Using
the experimental phonon frequencies, in conjunction with a mixed—
bonding lattice band model , the dispersion curves for the phonon
states of CdS and ZnO have been calculated for all of the principal
zone—center and zone—boundary symmetry points (F , A , and K).
These dispersion curves provide accurate values of the phonon
frequencies in these two materials, a few of which are presented

- in Table IV.

5. IMPURITY SPECTROSCOPY

a. Photoluminescence Spectra

Photolumjnescence is the optically—excited radiation which is
emitted by crystalline solids . In semiconductors , it is largely

- I an extrinsic phenomenon, since most of the emitted radiation
arises from the radiative recombination of charge carriers (holes
or electrons) bound to impurities and defects (donors and acceptors),

- 4 and falls at photon energies below the intrinsic absorption edge
defined by the bandgap, which is the extrinsic spectral region.

- - 

- The recombination radiation which is observed in the extrinsic
spectral region can arise from free—to—bound , as well as bound—to—
bound, optical transitions. There are several possibilities of
extrinsic recombination: 1) free electrons with bound holes;

-
~~~~~ 2) free holes with bound electrons; 3) bound electrons with bound

holes; and 14) the reconibination of bound exciton complexes. The
recombination of intrinsic carriers (free holes and electrons)
is also possible , but the capture cross—sections and hence the

-

~~~~ transition probabilities for such processes are very small;
similarly , the recombination of free excitons is also possible and

- has been observed, but the recombination radiation is very weak.
Consequent ly , these intrinsic processes contribute very little to

- the total intensity of an extrinsic photoluminescence spectrum.
- 

- - In the Il—VI compounds, most of the extrinsic photoluminescence
I - = is observed in a narrow spectral region close to the intrinsic
I absorption edge and Is called edge—emission . In this report , we

- 
- have used the terms pnotolumlnescence, edge—emission and emission

- 
synonymously . Spectral analysis reveals that the edge—emission
comprises a sharp series of emission lines very close to the

I absorption edge and a series of broader, p-honon—assisted emission
- 

peaks at somewhat lower energies.

~L1. I
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I..
Intense photolurninescence is observed in many polar semi- - 

-

conductors at low temperatures. When spectrally analyzed , this in-
tense photoluminescence provide~ a rich source of experimentaldata concerning the electronic states of impurities and defects in
such semiconductors , particularly in the lI-VI compounds , such as
CdS, CdSe , CdTe , ZnO and ZnS, where the intrinsic band structure and
the exciton properties are now well understood. The many sharp

-; -~~~- lines which appear in such spectra , particularly those of bound
excitons , provide a “finger print” of the impurities and defects
which are present in the semiconductor lattice .

In the early work of this task , the research effort was
concentrated on spectral characterization studies of the photo- - =

luminescence and on identifying the trapping centers which gave
rise to the broad emission , .~rom which a consistent edge-emission-model was established for CdS; later , the effort shifted to intensive
studies of the sharp-line emission , aimed at identifying the bound

-
- exciton impurity transitions and at achieving a better understanding

of the residual impurity and defect structure in the Il-VI compounds .
From studies of the sharp spectral emission lines and their magnetic-

( field-splittings , it is possible to differentiate between neutral
and ionized donor and acceptor impurities . In conjunction with ]

~
up ~ systematic impurity doping experiments , specific donor and acceptor

impurities have been identified from the spectra of CdS and CdSe
platelet crystals. The magneto-optics of bound-exciton impurities
(complexes) will be discussed further in Section IV.

One of the most striking features in the photoluminescence
spectra of the Il-VI compounds is the phonon-assisted edge-emission ,
which appears as a series of equally-spaced emission peaks , separated
by the LO phonon energy , whose intensities fall with increasing
wavelength . As many as seven of these peaks are absorbed in CdS.
The phonon-assisted emission is very intense in the highly polar
IX-V I compounds , such as CdS, ZnO , ZnS and ZnSe, and arises from
the coupling of the electronic impurity states to the phonon states

L of the lattice . Most of the Il-VI compounds have a large electron-
phonon (polaron) coupling constant . In these materials , phonon-

- - assisted transitions are observed from the radiative recombination
of bound impurities and from the radiative collapse of bound exciton

44 complexes. The phonon-assisted emission lines arising from the
latter are very sharp and narrow and their separations provide an -

~
accurate measurement of the optical mode phonon frequencies which are
in good agreement with those determined by other methods . The phonon
frequencies of CdS and ZnO have been measured from such spectra and
are much more precise than the values determined from infrared re-
flectivity measurements at the reststrahlen absorption band.

I
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As noted above, the recombination of free excitons is also
possible. Such recombination radiation has been observed in the
extrinsic photoluminescence spectra of high-equality CdS platelets,
including transitions from the ground and excited configurations
of the free exciton. From these spectral data, the intrinsic exciton

r structure of CdS has been very precisely determined.

b. Pair Spectra

- 
- Not all of the sharp-line emission observed in the photo-

luminescence spectra of CdS arises from the radiative recombination
of bound exciton complexes. Many of these sharp lines, which
appear between the broad—green, phono—assisted emission peaks
and the absorption edge, have been identified as the recombination
radiation of donor acceptor pairs. As noted above, the broad—green,
phonon-assisted peaks arise from the recombination of free and
bound carriers at simple bound impurity centers. In the Reynolds
edge—emission-model, there are two principal series of broad

‘
. phonon-assisted peaks, one beginning at 5l3O~ (reconibination of
/ free electrons with the trapped holes of the acceptor center).

ActuallX, there is another series of broad ~mission peaks, beginningat 5163X, which is associated with the 5179X series, and which is
= also interpreted as bound—to—bound recombination radiation. The

donor acceptor pair emission lines arise from the bound-to-bound
recombination of preferential pairs of donor and acceptor centers

S which are located on widely separated lattice sites. For example,
first and second nearest neighbor pairs, as well as other distant
pairs can exist, and the recoinbination for each discrete separation
gives rise to emission at a discrete photon energy. The photon
energies of the pair lines are, in general, given by

E = Egap - (ED + EA) e2/c5r, (3 5)

where Egap is the bandgap energy, ED and E are the donor and
acceptor binding energies, and r is the separation of the donor
and acceptor centers of each pair. The donor-acceptor pair lines
appear as a series of sharp spectral lines which can verge in the
limit Cr ~ 0) to the broad-green, phonon-assisted bands in CdS, asindicated in the above expression. In the present work, a CdS donor—r ~ 
acceptor pair series which converges to the 5l63~ series of broad-green, phonon-assisted peaks has been identified. Other donor-acceptor

• pair spectra have been observed in GaP and CdS by the Bell Telephone 
I -

Laboratory group.

c. Far Infrared Impurity Absorption

We have indicated above how bandgap photoluminescence and
absorption spectroscopy has been employed in the analysis of defects

31)
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and impurities in the Il-VI compounds . As noted in the Introduction
(Section I), far infrared absorption spectroscopy offers an alternative —

technique for the detection and study of foreign impurities and
defects in semiconductors. Most of the shallow donor and acceptor
activation energies in the II-VI and Ill—V semiconductors lie in an
energy range between about 50 and 3meV (400 to 24 cm ) ,  which
corresponds to an infrared wavelength range of approximately 25
to 500 um. These wavelengths are easily within the operating range
of conventional Fourier Transform Spectrometers (Michaelson - -~

Interferometric Spectrometers). Fourier transform absorption
spectroscopy has been employed in the present research effort to
study the shallow hydrogenic donor transitions in high mobility CdTe
and InAs specimens at cryogenic temperatures. The iS 2P and
15 3P hydrogenic impurity transitions have been observed and
studied in these materials. In the hydrogenic, effective mass
approximation, the hydrogenic infrared spectrum of a shallow donor

-
- 

- t impurity is given by 
- 

-

= R(m~/mo) (l/~~
2) (1/n2) ;  n 1, 2, 3. . . (36)

and its binding energy is given by

EIB = R~ — R(mo*/mo) 1/c5
2) . . . (37)

where R* is the effective Rydberg, R is the hydrogenic Rydberg
(13.6eV) , m~ is the electron effective mass (equal to the freeelectron mass for shallow donors), m o is the rest mass of the
electron, and s is the static dielectric constant. In CdTe and
InAs , the donor binding energies obtained from fitting the hydrogenic
formula to the observed spectra were in good agreement with those
calculated from the above expressions and with those obtained by

F 
- 

other methods.

~ 
-t 6. Exciton Structure

a. Intrinsic or Free Excitons

In Section 111—4, we have indicated how the bandgap of a
semiconductor can be determined from absorption and reflection spectra
by directly measuring the spectral position (energy) of the absorption
edge, a procedure which usually yields valid results at room temperature.
At very low temperatures, however, the bandgap is not precisely defined
by such measurements. Under optical excitation at low temperature,
intrinsic exciton formation occurs in most semiconductors, and this
tends to complicate the absorption spectrum, since the ground and
excited states of the exciton lie just below the conduction band edge .

I-
S.
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Moreover, when excitons are formed , direct (or indirect) optical
transitions are not observed betw~en conduction and valenceband edges; such transitions occur instead between the valence
band maximum and the ground and excited states of the exciton.
Hence, the exciton structure must first be determined in order
to determine the bandgap energy. The exciton binding energy can
be determined from spectral analysis of its hydrogenic ground and
excited state transitions. Thus, precise bandgap energies can be
determined by adding the exciton binding energy to the experimentally
measured photon energy of the ground state transition .

-
~ The intrinsic exciton is a hydrogenically bound hole—electron

pair, whose hole derived from the valence band and whose electron
derives from the conduction band. The intrinsic exciton is also said

V to be a free quasiparticle, since its hole and electron belong to
the valence and conduction band states, respectively; in short,
it is a normal mode of the crystal, created by an optical excitation
wave, and its wave functions are analogous to those of the block wave
states of free electrons and holes. In emission spectra, the free
exciton states are observed as the radiative recombination of electron-
hole pairs. Both direct and indirect exciton formation occurs in
semiconductors, depending on the band structure. The former is
characteristic of the Il-VI compounds and the latter of Ge and Si.

‘p ~ For indirect optical transitions (exciton or band-to-band), momentum
is conserved by the emission or absorption of phonons. We will confine
our attention here to the simpler direct exciton model which characterizes
the Il-VI compounds.

I n center of mass coordinates, the free exciton wave functions
can be written in the form

K , n=v e ~n (r), ... (38)

., I where V is the crystal volume, K is the exciton center of mass wave
vector, and R is the center of mass coordinate given by

R = (m *r + m*r )/  (m * m*) ;  r — r + r . . . (39 )
— e e  n n  e n e h

The plane wave part of this wave function reflects the free-particle
motion of the center of mass, while ~pn(r) , the periodic part of theblock wave describes the quantum states of the internal motion.
~n(r) satisfies the Schrodinger equation

((—h 2/2~i) ~~
2 — e~/ ~

r] i4,n(r) = En q~n (r), . . . (40)

where M is the exciton reduced mass given by u = m* in /(m* +
— In formulating the exciton Hamultonian, we have as~um~d s~mple

spherical energy bands, such as those of the Zincblende cubic

J 
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structure near K = 0. We have also assumed only K = 0

~
- - 

‘~ direct excitons. Except for parametric differences in effective
- mass and Bohr radius , we recognize the the wave functions, ‘~‘n(r) ,are identical to those of atomic hydrogen . The solutions of the

Schrodinger equation yiela the discrete energy eigenvalues (internal
states) of the exciton and are given by

En = jie4 (12 ) ; n=l, 2, 3, . . . (41)
~~2 ~~~~2 

n

The exciton binding energy is given by

— E B = lie 4 
= R(ii/mo) (l/E~

2) R
~x 

(42)

- 

~~2~~~~ 2

where R*~ is the effective Rydberg, 
R is the hydrogenic Rydberg

(l3.6eV~, ~i is the effective reduced mass of the exciton, and s
is the static dielectric constant. Thus the allowed exciton

p - transitions occur as sharp lines in a hydrogen-like spectrum which
- = 

coverges to the conduction band continuum. The exciton spectrum
- - 4’ is given by

Eex~ n 
— Egap — 

~~~ 
( 1/n 2 ) . . . (43)

Usually only the f i rs t  few lines of the spectrum are ob9rved, since
= 

- the intensity of the exciton transitions fall off as 1/n . In th~ ~aseof K+ 0 excitons (e.g., indirect excitons), an additional term, h K
(m * + m*), must be added to the above equation. This term accounts

- - 
fo~ the

11K - dependent Kinetic energy of the exciton and describes
the exciton continuum which is associated with each of the discrete
hydrogenic states.

The intrinsic exciton also reflects the anisotropy and symmetry
of the valence and conduction bands from which it is formed, as noted
in Section 111—3 . In the Wurtz~te-structured Il-VI compounds, forexample, there is a large ariisotropy in valence band effective masses

- (depending upon which direction is chosen in K-space, Kz or Kx, ~y),but the conduction band masses are very nearly isotropic. Thus,
when excitons are formed from the bands of the Wurtzite structure,

-, there is an anisotropy in the exciton parameters, due to the anistropic

L valence band masses and the anisotropic dielectric constant. We can  

- 
- - 
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write the total Hamiltonian for such anisotropic excitons exactly ,
— I but the wave equation does not have analytic (closed-form) solutions.

However , when certain simplifying assumptions are made, it is possible
to obtain approximate solutions to the anisotropic Hamiltonian , which =

are in very good agreement with experiment, as Thomas and Hopfield
have shown for CdS, and as Wheeler and Dmmmock have shown for CdSe.
In general, a variational approach is used for such calculations, but
it is also possible to use perturbation theory when the anisotropy
is not too large. In the present work, we have used the approximate - 

-
theoretical results in our analyses of intrinsic exciton structure

• in the Il—VI compounds, and have obtained very good agreement with - 
-

• 1 the experimental spectra in most cases.
V• Symmetry also plays an important role in identifying and

characterizing the intrinsic exciton transitions. For example, the
hydrogenic states of the intrinsic exciton will reflect the symmetrics
of the bands form which its hole and electron derive , as noted in
Section 111-3. In the case of the Wurtzite band structure, the
conduction band is of ‘

~
‘ symmetry , while the top valence band (a-band)

~ 
j is of V symmetry and ti~e second valence band (B -band) is of

symmetr~ . The irreducible representations (symmetries) of the exciton
states are given by the cross—product of the exciton representation

If and those of the two bands from which the exciton derives. Thus,
the irreducible representations of the A-exciton ground state are
given by “ x x = + . Electric dipole transitions are
allowed fo~ exc~ton Ztate~ containing V ,~ symmetry when the radiationis polarized with SIC , and are allowed ~or exciton states containing I

~ 
symmetry when the radiation is polarized with EllC. From this wc-

nóte that the A-exciton ground state transition is allowed for E j c
polarization, since the ground state contains the 

~~ 
representation .

Similarly, the irreducible representations of the B—exciton ground
state are given by, ~

‘ x + V
2 

+ \‘ 
, which shows that the

B-exciton ground stat~ tra~siti~n is allow~d for both Ellc and El c
~o1arizatioris, since the qround state contains both the 

V 1 and the
representations. Thus, we see that the optical polari~ations~lection rules for the ground states of the A- and B-band excitonsin the Wurtzite structure are the same as those of the corresponding

interband transitions discussed in Section 111-3.

The intrinsic excitori properties of the wide bandgap II—VI
,~~ compounds are now very well understood , after some ten years of

extensive research on the optical properties of these materials. Some
of the more important intrinsic exciton parameters of the Il-VI compounds
are summarized in Table V.

34
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6. Bound Excitons

Bound exciton complexes or impurity excitons are also formed
in the Il-VI compounds and are an extrinsic property of these
materials. Bound exciton transitions give rise to sharp spectral
lines in the intrinsic spectral region of these materials and
are observed in both photoluminescence and absorption. A bound
exciton complex is formed by binding a free exciton to a chemical
impurity atom (ion) or a host lattice defect. The binding of the
exciton to the impurity or defect is relatively weak in comparison

q— to the exciton ’s binding energy; the resulting complex is molecular-
like (analogous to the hydrogen molecule or molecule-ion) and bound

- ,
- 

- excitons have many spectral properties which are analogous to those
of simple diatomic molecules. The photon energies of the bound

- 
- exciton transitions are always slightly below those of the corre- 

- -
sponding free exciton transitions, due to the molecular binding .
In semiconductors, the chemical centers to which the free excitons
are bound can be either neutral donor and acceptor centers, or ionized
donor and acceptor centers. Examples of the bound exciton complex
model are given below in illustrations (a) and (b):

G - + upper state Q -

- 
- 

(3 — 
— 

lower state + 
___________

(a) (b)

Exciton Bound to Exciton Bound to
Neutral Donor Neutral Acceptor

In the upper state of the neutral donor complex ( a ) ,  the electron
spins of the donor and the exciton pair and this state is characterized
by the unpaired hole spin; the lower state of this complex is
characterized by a single bound electron with unpaired spin. The
converse is true for the upper and lower states of the neutral
acceptor complex shown in (b). The upper state of (a), for example ,
is created by optical excitation of free excitons which then bind —

to the donor center. As the free exciton collapses in a radiative
recomnbination transition, the donor returns to the lower state. Similar
models also exist for the case of an exciton bound to an ionized donor
and for the case of an exciton bound to an ionized acceptor, except that
their upper and lower states will be different from those of (a) and

• (b), under the perturbing influence of an externally applied magnetic
field and when examined as a function of temperature.

i
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The sharp spectral lines of bound exciton complexes are
also very strong (large oscillator strength). The strengths of
these lines will, in general, depend upon the concentrations of

= impurities and defects present in the semiconductor lattice,
but, in practice , they usually app ear stronger in emission spectra
then do the intrinsic exciton peaks. They are also very narrow
with half—widths at least an order of magnitude less than those
of the intrinsic exciton peaks , indicating a relatively long
lifetime for the exciton complex state . In magnetic fields , bound
complexes also have very unique Zeeman spectral characteristics ,

-j from which it is possible to identify the types of electronic
impurities to which the free excitons are bound. Bound exciton
spectroscopy is, in general, a very powerful analytical tool for
the study and identification of impurities and defects in semi-
conductors, and has been used extensively for this purpose in the
present studies of the Wurtzite structured II -VI compounds.

7. Electron-Phonon Interaction
h.

• ( Most of the wide bandgap Il-VI compounds are highly polar
semiconducting materials . This interaction gives rise to some very
interesting phenomena in the Il-VI semiconductors , such as the
intense phonon—assisted edge-emission peaks in CdS; it also causes
perturbations on the ground state energies of excitons and hydro—
genically bound donor electrons , as well as frequency dependent
changes in electron effective mass, all of which can become
appreciable in the presence of externally applied magnetic and
electric fields. All of these perturbations depend on the strength
of the electron—phonon interaction which is determined by the energy
band, lattice and dielectric parameters of a particular material. The
electron—phonon interaction in polar semiconductors is essentially an
induced-polarization phenomenon which is caused by the motion of an
electron through the polarization field of the lattice ions. When a
free conduction electron is set in motion , either thermally, or by
externally applied electric and magnetic fields, there is an induced

— • ,~ polarization field which couples to the lattice polarization field
( phonon field) . The induced polarization field (dipolar field) is
equivalent to an electron—phonon scattering interaction and follows

ia! the electron as a polarization wave in its motion through the lattice.
This polarization wave has the manifestations of mass and size and
is thus a quasiparticle called the polaron; it also “dresses” the mass

— of the moving particle and , in effect , causes an increase in the
electron effective masses in polar semiconductors.

• The quantized Frohlich Hainiltonian, which describes the energy
of a free electron moving in the periodic potential of a polar crystal
lattice and coupled to the lattice through the induced polarization
field (dipolar field) , can be written as

36
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H — E~~w~0
(h + 1 + 1/2) + ~~~~~ + E(D b e’~~~E +

2m* ~ q q (44)

D b e ~~~L~~ ) ,

where, the electron—phonon interaction coefficient, is given by

D -i 1/4
W~~~~ 

~~~ ______  
( 411cr ‘

~ 1/2 . . . (45)
g ~ 2m*wLO J ‘p... v J

and c* , the dimensionless Fr ohlich polaron coupling constant is j
defined by

_ 2 1 * 
1/2

— e ) 
~~~
— . . . ( 46)

The other parameters , W LOI m*, V, Eeo and ~ are , respectively,
the LO phonon frequency , the bare band electron effective mass ,

P ~ the crystal volume , and the high frequency and static dielectric
• constants . The first term of the Hamil tonian is the energy of the

phonon field alone , the second is the kinetic energy of the electron
and the third represents the quantized electron-phonon interaction,
H , in terms of the electron position vector, r, and the phonon
w~ve vector , ~
where,

b+ and b are , respective ly, phonon creation and annihilation
op~ration ~ wh ich raise and lower the phonon quantum numbers

- ~
- by unity . b corresp onds to the scattering of a free electron

from a state%f wave vector K to K + ~~~~, in which momentum is
conserve d by destroying a phonon of wave vector ~~; conversely ,
b+ corresp onds to free electron scattering from K to K —

wi~h the creation of a phonon of wave vector ~~~~.

As the above expressions indicate , the electron is coupled to the one— 
- 

=

phonon states of the LO mode phonons of the lattic e , and the strength
of the electron—phonon interaction in a given material is determined
by ~~~ , which can be calculated from the above formu la . Bound electrons —

are also characterized by electron—phonon interaction in polar semi-
conductors , and the interaction Hamilto nian , H , is of the same form
as that given above. It is this interaction w~ich gives rise to the
phonon-assisted edge—emission line s in the II —VI compounds , as well
as other very striking extrinsic phenomena, such as the localization
of phonon states at impurity sites. We give below two examples which
have been observed in the present work on CdS bound exciton photo—
luminescence spectroscopy at cryogenic temperatures:

37
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(1) The observation of phonon-assisted stokes and
antistokes transitions of a bound exciton complex

- transition, in which the phonon-assisted transitions
• - were produced by the strong electron-phonon scattering

interaction in this material (‘~~O.7)  and by a non-
thermal distribution of LO phonons at low temperature .

-
~ - - (2)  The observation of a hydrogenic bound-phonon quasi-

particle, in which the LO phonon states were localized
(bound) to the site of an acceptor impurity, to which

• and exciton was also hydrogenically bound. This complex
- was created by the strong electron—phonon interaction in

-I. 
this material.

(
I

H

• 

- q - 
-
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0~~~ SECTIOU IV

MAGNETO - OPTICAL PROPERTIES

1. INTRODUCTION

Michael Faraday discovered the first magneto—optical effect
in 1845. The effect which bears his name (Faraday rotation) was
discovered when he observed that the plane of polarization of light
transmitted through glass was rotated by an externally applied

I magnetic field whose direction was parallel to that of the light.
Faraday ’s discovery rapidly spread to experiments in other materials,

i . 9 particularly gases, and lead up to the discovery of the Zeeman
effect  in gaseous atomic spectra in 1896. By the early years of
the twentieth century , following the formulation of electro-
magnetic theory by Maxwell and of dispersion theory by Lorentz,• Drude , Voigt and others , the magneto-optical effect  of dielectric

• media were remarkably well understood in terms of the classical

- 
dynamics of an electron in a magnetic field .

The f irst  observations of resonant magneto-optical effects
- in semiconductors date back to the early 1950’s, when microwave

cyclotron resonance absorption of free electrons and holes was
p observed by Dresselhans, Kip and Kittel in Ge and Si. Cyclotron

- 
1 resonance soon proved to be a very powerful technique for probing

the details of the energy band extrema in semiconductors , particularly
in conjunction with the known quantum mechanical interpretations
of the energy band structure , such as the effective mass approx-

• imation. In 1956, microwave cyclotron resonance was extended to
the higher frequencies of the far  infrared primarily resonance
measurements and studies of the carrier effective masses and band
structure in InSb . It was also in the mid—l950 ’s that the first
observations of the Zeeme.n effect in semiconductor impurities were
observed, mainly from cyclotron resonance measurements.

• t Zeeman effects in the free excitons of the Il-VI compounds
(CdS and CdSe ) were first observed by Thomas and Hopfield and by
Wheeler and Dimmock, during the early 1960’s, Thomas and Hopfield
were also the f irst  to observe the Zeeman effect in the bound
exciton complexes of CdS (1961-62), and these observations were
soon extended to several other Il-VI compounds by Reynolds, Litton

.I 

and Collins. In this section we will briefly review the magneto-
- optical properties of the II-VI compounds which have been measured

from cyclotron resonance and bound exciton Zeeman spectroscopy.
k

2.  EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

- ~ addition to the spectroscopic and cryogenic equipment
¶1. described in Section 11-2 , the magneto-optical facilit ies employed

-b
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in this work included a conventional , electromagnet capable of
producing steady magnetic fields up to 45KG . A modified version
of the high resolution grating spectrograph, whose limiting
spectral resolution was twice that of the one described in
Section 111-2 , was also employed in the magneto-opticai1facility .The l imit ing resolution of this instrument was 0 .04 cm , the —

2 magnetic f ield of this fac i l i ty  could also be extended to 11OK}I, =

2.25 ”  bore and a 1.25” diameter transverse optical access.
The magneto-optical fac i l i ty  was available to the task effort
and was employed mainly for magneto-optical spectroscopy in the
I l -VI  compounds . It was used in part icular  for photoluminescence ,

I absorption and reflection spectroscopy in high magnetic fields
and for the study of the Zeeman effect  in free and bound excitons
and impurit ies.  Also available to the effort was a magneto-
Raman spectroscopic facility . The apparatus assembled in this
facility comprised a high-resolution , double-pass Raman spec-
t romete r , several high power pump lasers (visible and near I . R . ) ,  - I
photoelectron ic dete ctors and signal processing electronics ,
and the helium-cooled superconductive magnet solenoid. This
facility was employed in the measurement and study of spin-flip
Raman scattering in several of the Il-VI compounds , discussed
in Section IV-4. Some of the far infrared cyclotron resonance

j of the MIT National Magnet Laboratory . Spectral measurements were =

f performed at cryogenic temperatures in the MIT facilities , using
either a Four ier  transform spectrometer , or a submillimeter laser
spectrometer .  Both of these spectrometers were used in conjunction
with high-field Bitter magnet solenoids which produced steady

- 
magnetic fields up to 200KG.

3. MAGNETO-OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY -
•

a. Zeeman Spectra of In t r ins ic  Excitons

We will now consider the case of an intrinsic exciton in
an externally applied magnetic field. The magneto-optical spectrum
of the exciton is very similar to that of the hydrogen atom .

- 
t

- Within the effective mass approximation of simple spherical energy - I

ba nds , the exciton Hamil tonian is equivalent to that of the hydrogen
-
~~~ atom. The Schrodinger equation of stat ionary excitons (K 0)

in a s tat ic  magnetic f ie ld , H . can be wr i t ten  as

4). h ~ 2 
+ ieh(m~ j~ j ~~~ . 

~ 
e2 (H x r) 2 e2 ~ exm (•~~ )

• 2u 2c m~ m~ 8~ic
2

- = E ~exm (r) . . . (47)

b .
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where the wave functions, exm Cr ) ,  are highly restricted and
refer only to the relative motion of the hole and electron .
For the case of moving excitons (MO), the wave functions) are
complicated , due , in part , to the modification of the block
functions by the magnetic field . This leads to complications
in the solutions of the wave equation , and such excitons will
not be considered here , since they are not characteristic of the
il-V I compounds , when H is small, the field produces splittings
and shifts of the exciton states similar to those of the atomic
Zeeman effect. The second term of Equation (47) gives rise to

- 
- ‘ 

a l inear splitting in H for all states of non-zero angular
momentum , and the third term a quadratic shift of all states ,
usually referred to as the dimagnetic shift.

For H=0, Equation (47) yields the hydrogenic solutions of
the intrinsic exciton discussed in the previous section. The
ground state wave function is is — like and can be written

g (r) = a1
3
~
’2 exp Cr/a1) . . . (48)

= 
j where

c - ~ 2
a1 = 

e21.i 
= (m*/1J) c ao . . . (49 )

in which ai and a0 are the first Bohr radii of the exciton and
the hydrogen atom, respectively. For small magnetic fields,
the terms involving H can be treated as a perturbation . As
noted above , the term linear in H has no effect on the ground
state , while the ~2 term produces an energy shift in the ground

- 

- state. This energy shift is given by

F (H)—E (o) = 
e2H2 

<r
2 sj n 2

~~~ = 
e2a2 

H2 
= 
e2a2 (m~)

3C 2H2 . . . (50)
8c ii 4c ii 4c ii S

In solving Equation (47), it is convenient to consider a dimen-
sionless magl)etic field parameter , y,  which is the ratio of the

• magnetic energy of the exciton to its Coulomb binding energy.
y is given by

= 

~~ c”~~~ x . . . (51)

where R~x is the exciton binding energy (effective Rydberg), andWc eH/m~c (the cyclotron frequency of the free electrons). The
effective Rydberg is given by R~x = R(p/m*)(1/c2s), and the
hydrogenic P.ydberg, R = 1 3 6  eV. Making these substitutions , the
energy shift of the ground state can be written in terms of
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E ( ! T ) — E ( 0) = R(ao/e2)y~ . . . ( 5 2 )

r
~cIlutions of Equation (47) have been considered for three different- 

- ranc’es of y: a low-field region , y < < l ;  an intermediate region ,
- y—i; and a high-field region, y>>l . Approximate solutions which
• are in reasonably good agreertent with experiment have been obtained

for both the high and low-field regions. For example, Elliot
and London have obtained numerical solutions for y>>1 , in
reasonably good agreement with experiment. The intermediate region
y l, is dif f icult to treat theoretically, and exact solutions
have not 1:een achieved . For example , perturbation theory becomes
invalid for y—l . One of the difficulties in treating both the
low- and intermediate—field regions is to properly account
for the continuum states in the presence of the Coulomb interactaons
of the exciton; another is the appearance of quantum mechan ically
forbidden level-crossings which occur in the hydrogenic model at
low magnetic fields. Hopfield has, however , achieved a satisfactory
theoretical treatment of the low—field region for the anisotropic
c~:citon structure of CdS the results of his variational calculation
are suri~iarized in the review of ~efs. 9 and 10 cited in the Append ixof this report.

The solutions of Equation (47) yield the magnetic energy levels
of the intrinsic exciton which are characterized by three quantuir

C numbers , n, i, in. For a given n and i, m=0 corresponds to the
lowest energy state (in the absence of spin) and is given by

= (2n  + 1) R* y -f E 1
~’~’ . . . (53)

The quantum nur’ber n is associated with the electron Landau levels,
while the quantur-.. number i is associated with exciton orbital motion
parallel to II. For e~anple, n=i=O corresponds to the grour~d state.

‘p The term ~~ is the energy separation between the exciton level and
- I the associated Landau level.
i- f  -, p

~ i.~ve not included span terms (electron or hole) in the-
~~~~~~ exciton ~amiltonian c-f Equation (47). ~ben spin is included it-

~~~ produces a spin—degeneracy in the excitori states which is l if ted
- - by the applied magnetic field . In sufficiently high magnetic

I fieldc , spin--solittings are observed in typical intrinsic exciton
spectra . They are in, general, defined by ~Ee,1-1 = ~~~~ ~:I , where

-
• •• ~~~ is the effective c--factor of the electron or hole and ~ isthe ~ohr maqrletor1 (~ = eh/2rn0c).

The excitonic Zeeman states which we have considered above
.ire those of sin.ple isotropic excitons T~thich derive from simplei sotropic energy hands. In the case of the wurtzite structured
:1-vi compounds, we must consider the Hamiltonian which describes
the aninotropic exciton paramet~rs of these materials in a magneticfield. ~‘-~e must then solve the ~-‘ave equation for this z:amiltonianwhich does not have closed—form solutions. From approximate
~clut ions  to the wave equation , ‘liomas and Jiop f ield and ~hee1er
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and Dinm~ock have obtained calculated values of the magnetic statesas a function of magnetic field for the anisotropic excitons of
Cd5 and CdSe. Their calculated values are in very good agreement
with those deduced from the experimental spectra of these materials.

• We have used their theoretical results in our magneto-optical
studies of the intrinsic exciton structure in the wurtzite Il-VI
compounds.

b. Zeeman Spectra of Bound Excitons

As we showed in Section 111-6, semiconductor defects
and impurities, such as neutral donors or acceptors or ionized

- 
-

- donors or acceptors, can capture free excitons to form molecular-
like complexes at low temperatures. Bound exciton complexes
are observed in photoluminescence spectra predominantly, but also

~~ appear weakly in absorption . In the presence of a magnetic field,
- 

- 
these bound exciton complexes give rise to unique Zeeman spectral
patterns which are characteristic of the particular type of semi-

Y ’) conductor defect to which the free exciton is bound . In case of
J the wurtzite structured II-VI compounds, these bound excitons

are highly anisotropic and the splittings of their magnetic
- 

states depend strongly on the angular orientation of the crystal-
line c-axis with respect to the direction of the magnetic field.

[! ) Several examples are illustrated below, in which the host crystal
I is in a static magnetic field of strength H, oriented such that

L EjC:

0=  + - upper state
Q~ - 0~

lower state~~~ + — Q
I Exciton Bound Exciton Bound to Neutral Exciton Bound to

to Neutral Donor Acceptor Ionized Donor
(a) (b) (c)

In examples (a) and (h), neutral donor and neutral acceptor , the
unpaired electron spin splitting is isotropic, while the unpaired
hole spin splitting is anisotropic , so that we may wri te for the
g-factor of these states

• g = 
~~~ 

(isotropic)

g = cos 6

_ _- -  - .  _ _ _ _ _  _ _
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where 0 is the angle between the crystal c—axis and the direction
of the magnetic field and is the hole g-factor when H11C.
For any arbitrary orientation of the magnetic field with respect
to the c-axis, the upper state of the neutral donor complex (a)
will split into two states so that four transitions are observed ;
under the same conditions , the lower state of the neutral acceptor
complex will split into two states so that four transitions are
also observed in this case. However, in the HjC orientation
shown above, the hole spin splitting is quenched , since cos
0 = 0 at HjC. Thus, only two transitions are observed for the
neutral donor complex at iijC, and similarly for the neutral
acceptor complex . The magnetic states and the spin splitting of
the ionized donor complex (c) and the ionized acceptor complex are
identical. At Cj H, both the ionized donor and the ionized acceptor
complexes are zero—field split by a spin-spin exchange interaction,
giving rise to two transitions at both H=0 and at finite values
of the magnetic field strength. But at any arbitrary orientation
of H with respect to C (0<8<900), the upper states of the ionized

- . complexes split into four states and four transitions are
predicted .

J We return now to the donor and acceptor complex models illus-
trated in (a), (b), (c) above for HjC. When we examine the
absorption spectrum for the model (a), we observe that the higher
energy transition is more intense than the lower energy transition,
which is due to the preferential population of the low-energy electron
spin state (electron spin thermalization at low temperature).
This identifies the complex as an exciton bound to a netural donor.
We will now consider the magnetically-split electron spin states
in the upper state of model (b) . When we examine the emission
spectrum of this complex , the lower energy component of the doublet
will be more intense then the higher energy component, if the
lifetime of the upper state is long enough for the electron spins
to thermalize. This identifies the complex as an exciton bound to
a neutral acceptor. Although the ionized donor and acceptor
complexes are both characterized by zero-field splittings and by
magnetic states which split identically as a function of field

f strength and orientation, the optical transitions of these two
complexes do occur at different spectral positions , owing to the
differences in their binding energies . Thus, f rom determinations
of spectral position and intensity at known crystal orientations
in a magnetic field , it is possible to differentiate between neutral

• 
- donor and neutral acceptor complexes, between ionized donor and

ionized acceptor complexes and between neutral and ionized complexes.
It is not possible , of course , to identify the chemical origin of
the donor from such Zeeman spectra , but this can often be done

4, through selective impurity doping in conjunction with bound
exciton spectroscopy . Bound exciton spectroscopy has been a very
powerful analytical tool in the present work on impurity and defect
characterization in the Il-Vi compounds, not only in the wurtzite

p
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structures described above, but also in several of the Zincblende
- 

crystals. Some of the characteristic bound exciton photolumines-
cence lines observed in CdS and CdSe are listed in Tables VI and
VII. The I

~ 
(neu tral acceptor) and 12 (neutral donor ) lines are

now believed to be due to native defects, i.e., stoichiometric
defects in the CdS crystal lattice.

c. Infrared Cyclotron ~esona nce

Far infrared cyclotron resonance absorption studies have
I been performed in a number of narrow and wide bandgap semicon—

~~
- ductor materials, such as InSb and InAs and CdTe and GaAs, during
- 1 the course of this work. These studies have been confined to

intra—conduction-band cyclotron resonance spectral measurements
of free electrons, and have also included far infrared magneto-
spectroscopic studies of shallow donor impurities in these

- materials.

L 
Cyclotron resonance spectroscopy is a very powerful exper-

- f imental technique for probing the details of the electronic band
j structure in semiconductors, and also provides more precise and
( reproducible values of the charge-carrier effective masses (hole

and electron) than can be obtained by any other experimental method ,
including electrical transport measurements. The allowed infrared
cyclotron resonance transitions between conduction band Landan
levels, determined by the cyclotron resonance frequency,

w = eH/m~c

and the magneto—optical selection rules, have been measured over
a wide range of f ields, frequencies and temperatures in high

- mobility tnAs and CdTe single crystals. The cyclotron resonance
measurements have provided accurate values of the electron effec—
tive mass and its dependence on magnetic field and temperature
in these two materials. In Inks, for example, low-field , low-
temperature electron effective masses as low as m*/mo = 0 .0223  ±

t 0.0002 have been measured from cyclotron resonance absorption in
- 

high-mobility (_l00 ,000 cm2/v-sec at 77°K) n—type epi-taxial
layers. Moreover, the rise in electron mass (polaron mass) ,
due to electron-phonon interaction and conduction band non—
parahol icity, has been measured from microwave frequenc ies

• 1 
(A = 1mm) up to the LO phonon frequency (A—4l jim) in the Inks
epi—layers. Accurate values of the electron g-factor and its
magnetic field dependence have also been determined for this
material. Similar effective mass measurements have also been 2

performed on n_CdTe specimens of high mobility Ui = 100,000 cm2/v-sec
• 

- at+ 40°K). Electron effective mass changes due to polaron effects
- have been measured to a very high precision for the f i r s t  time

in CdTe and this will be discussed in Section IV-5.

‘

•

~~~~1 
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The far infrared cyclotron resonances transitions of the
shallow donor impurity in InAs were observed for the first time
in the present work. Several of the allowed hydrogenic donor
transitions , such as the 1s-~2p, ls-+3p and ls-’4p (m=±1 , 0),
were observed in absorption resonance spectra and have been
studied as a function of magnetic field and temperature.
Several of the excited state transitions were also observed

- 

- 
and a chemical shi f t  was observed in the ls-2p, m=l transition ,
indicating the presence of at least two shallow hydrogenic donors
of nearly the same binding energy. The optical absorption
spectrum of the shallow donor is hydrogen-like in most of the
Il-V I and Ill-V compounds. 1oreover , the magneto-optical
absorption spectrum of the shallow donor is very similar to
that of the intrinsic exciton in a magnetic field, discussed
in Section IV-3b. The zero-field binding energy of the shallow
donor in the InA s can he calculated from the hydrogenic Rydberg

-
~ formula, from which w~ obtain

R* = R(m*/mo) (l/c~
2) = 11.5 cm~~

From this value of the binding energy, we calculate 8.6 cm~~ for
the ls~2p transition energy. This is in reasonably good agree-

-
~~ ment with the value, 9.5 cm ’, obtained by extrapolating the

F experimentally measured transition energies between the magnetic
states back to zero magnetic field. Similar magneto-spectroscopic
measurements of the shallow donor impurity transitions have also
been made in CdTe over a wide range of frequencies.

4 .  Spin-F l ip Raman Scattering

Ever since the spin—flip Raman laser was first demonstrated
by C.IZ.N. Patel at Bell Telephone Labs, there has been a rapidly
growing interest in this magneto-optical phenomenon in semicon-
ductors. The success of the InSb SFR laser , as a source of
magnetically-tunable, coherent radiation over the 5 to 15 pm
spectral region (pumped with CO2 and CO gas lasers), has led
naturally to a search for other semiconducting materials which

1 

- could be pumped to stimulation with existing lasers. Unlike
InSb, whose g~ -50, the wide bandgap Il-VI semiconductors

- 
-

- (visible to near I . R . )  have rather small Landau level spin-
splittings (g~<2), owing to the fact that their conduction andvalence band spin-orbit interactions are not large compared to

.,~~ their handgaps. Spin-flip scattering is still possible to these
materials; we require only that the spin—orbit coupling be
finite, plus an external field to split the spin states by

l~w = g 8 H
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r where ~ is the Bohr magneton . In practice, however , high

resolution spectroscopy is required to analyze the SF scattering .

The research in this task on spin-flip Raman scattering
was confined primarily to the Il—V I compounds, such as CdS,
CdSe, CdTe and ZnSe, and was directed primarily toward character-
izing the spin-f l ip scattering process in these materials , as
well as investigating the possibilities of magnetically tunabie
laser sources in the visible and very near infrared .

Spontaneous spin-flip Raman scattering has been observed
in CdS , CdTe , CdSe and GaAs. 130th stokes

and antistokes,

~

A
_ W

L +
~~~

H
~

peaks were observed in these materials, separated from the laser
- 

- pump f requency, WL, by g~H, the Landau level spin splitting.
The spontaneous scattering in CdS is from both free and bound
electrons, the latter process giving rise to intense and extremely
narrow spontaneous line widths, —0.001 cm~~ or less. When pumped

— wi th the 4880 ~ or the 5145 ~ lines from an argon ion laser , the
CdS stokes scattering peak can be tuned over a range of some 5 ~
in wavelength, about the laser center frequency. Stimulated
scattering has also been observed in CdS by Scott. The observed
spontaneous scattering in CdTe , CdSe and GaAs was from free elec-
trons , and all measurements were performed at low temperatures.

Electron g-factors for CdS, CdTe and CdSe have been calculated
from the measured spectral positions of the stokes and antistokes
spin-flip peaks , over a range of magnetic fields between 30 and
100 KH. The g-factors were calculated from the relations,

g = (W
L 

- w~ )/ h’s, or g = (W
A ws)/ 2

~
3FI ,

and were nearly constant with magnetic field. The present spin-
flip Raman scattering g—factor measurements are summarized in
Table VIII , together with those determined by other methods,
such as exciton magneto-optics, EPR and NMR. The present wor
has yielded the first direct measurement of the electron g-factor
in CdTe, as well as an experimentally measured g—factor for GaAs
which is in excellent agreement with the value determined from

5
- - .  

EPR. The spin-flip scattering in CdTe , CdSe and GaAs was pumped - -

with a Nd :YAG laser at 1.06 pm .

5. Polaron Cyclotron Resonance

Over the past several years, infrared cyclotron resonance
has been employed to prove the electron-phonon interaction in

4_i
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- polar semiconductors, such as the Ill-V and Il-VI compounds.

These studies have concentrated on the intraband cyclotron
- resonance transit ions between n=0÷n=l and n-1- ’-n—2 Landau

levels. Cyclotron resonance in polar semiconductors is called
pQlaron cyclotron resonance because it is the ‘d ressed ” pola ron

- mass, rather than the free electron mass, which is observed
in cyclotron resonance transitions in these materials. The
fact that the electron-phonon interaction perturbs the free elec—
tron Landau levels in a theoretically predictable way has
made it possible to quantitatively determine the effects of
polaron formation in a number of polar semiconductors.

The Fröhlich electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian
was discussed in Section 111—7 . Wave mechanical solutions of
this Hamiltonian , using perturbation theory, yield the polaron-

-~ induced changes in electron energy levels and effective mass,
which are due to the electron ’s motion through the polar lattice
and which have been observed experimentally. For example , the
Fr~hlich electron-phonon interaction theory predicts that thefree polaron mass , m**, is related to the free electron effective - -

ma—s , m*, by

m** = m*(l ÷ a/6),

where ~ is the dimensionless Fröhlich polaron coupling constant,defined in Section 111-7. If the free electron effective mass
t and the coupling constant are known, then the free polaron mass

“I . can be calculated . Unfortunately, the truly free electron mass
f is not known , since it can not be measured directly from exper-

iments in polar crystals, i.e., it is always dressed by polaron
coupling even at very low energies. To a very good approximation ,
however , we can assume that the low—temperature effective mass

- 
- measured at millimeter microwave cyclotron resonance frequencies

is the same as the free electron effective mass, since polaron
coupling is negligible at these low frequcncies. There are also
difficulties in calculating accurate values of the polarcn

-
• coupling constant, c~, from the formula given in Section 111-7

and the known values of the dielectric arid optical constants of
the material. It is actually much better (and more precise ) to

‘ 1 determine the polaron—induced changes in effective mass from
cyclotron resonance spectra in conjunction with polaron cyclotron
resonance theory, as has been done in the present work on CdTe.
A precise value of the coupling constant , ct, can then be obta ined
by fitting the theoretically calculated polaron effective masses
to those measured from cyclotron resonance spectra, since the

- theoretical values are calculated as a function of magnetic field
and coupling constant.

In the case of cyclotron resonance , the motion of the electron
- through the polarization field (phonon field) of the lattice is

Ic

1 
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provided by the orb ital motion of the cyclotron electron whose
orb ital frequency is prec isel y con trol led b y the appl ied magne ti c
field strength . In order to account for the cyclotron motion

- in the Frohlich Haniiltonian , we must replace the electron kinetic
term , p 2/ 2m , by a kinetic energy term which expresses the electron
momentum in terms of the vec tor po ten ti al of the radia tion and

- the applied magnetic field. It is this Hainiltonian which pre-
- cisely predicts the polaron-induced shifts in cyclotron frequency

and effec tive mass which have been observed experimentally .

Several very striking manifestations of electron-phonon
• 

- int erac ti on are observed in the cyclotron resonance spectra of
polar semiconductors. When the cyclotron frequency, w~~, app roaches
the LO phonon frequency , ~~~~~ the electron-phonon interac tion becomes
ver~ strong and resonant p~1aron effects are observ.~d. For

= 
~Lo~ 

th ere ar e prono unced shifts in the cyclotron frequency —

and the effective mass. When w~ passes th rough WLO (wc>uLO), there
is a very striking increase in the linewidths of the cyclotron
res onance absorp tion peaks .  These effects have been observed in
the present magneto-optical studies of InAs and InSb . At fields
and frequencies below WLO, it is possible to make quantitative
measurements of the magnitude of the electron-phonon interaction .
For example , the electron-phonon interac t ion causes a r ise in the

- , free electron mass as the frequency (m c) and field rise from zero
toward the phonon frequency (

~ Lo) 
. This increase in mass (po laron

mass) causes a dev iation of the cyclotron frequency from the usual
l inear rela tion be tw e n  the resonan t f ield and frequency , de term ined
by the cyclo tron resonance equa tion 

- 
-

(A) = eH/m *c

The resonant absorption frequency and field can be measured
direc tly and the increase in mass ca n ~e calculated from the
cyclo tron resonance eq uation. Masses de term ined in th is way are

S polaron masses. In CdTe , for  example , millimeter microwave
I CR measuremen ts y ield ~ free electron effective mass of m*/mo~

0.0963 ± 0.0008 (at 4 K). At submillimeter laser frequencies
- -, ( for  inf r a red) , the effective mass (polaron mass) rises to

- 
- :  m*/mo = 0.1124 ± 0.0005 at a frequency wc = 128 cm ( A  = 78 ~jin ,

H = 155 KG), wh ich is w ith in 25% of the LO phonon frequency a t - -

- = 170 cm 1- . This represents a 15% increase in effective
mass , of which 2% is due to the effect of conduction band non-

• 
~:- parabol icity in this material. Thus we find that the electron-

phonon in terac tion in CdTe produces a 14% increase in the free
V - - elec tron e f f e c tive mass , when the electron is moving through

the la tti ce at an orb ital frequen cy corresponding to abou t 7 5%
_

_~~~~~ - 
of the LO phonon frequency. Clearly, th is is an apprec iable
change in the elec tron e f fec ti ve mass , and since it ar ises f r om

— an intrinsic property of the crystal , it can not be ignored.
From these data we have also put the experimental value of the

~~r1 elec tron-phonon coup ling constant in CdTe at a = 0.40 ± 0.03.

5
’
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Section V

DEVICE ORIENTED RESEAR CH

For a number of years , it has been the opera t ing  philosophy
of the Solid State Physics Research Laboratory to pursue a strong
in-house program of basic research in selected areas of semi-
conductor physics , p r i m a r i l y  in the JI-VI compounds , and , at
the same time , to suppor t and pursue research aimed at device
development in a few promising areas of interest to the Air Force.
Device oriented research efforts have been generated either from
ideas which grew out of the in-house research program , or from
known research needs within the Air Force R~D Program . Several
examples of device oriented research which have been pursued
and/or supported under this task effort are presented below .
One of these , CdS Solar Cell research and development , is
a direc t out-growth of the in-house research program ; another is

— in direct response to a high-priority Air Force need in the area
of high-power infrared laser window materials required for

f weapons technology .

) 1. CdS:Cu2S SOLAR CELLS

The photovoltaic effect was first observed in silicon in
1953 by workers at the Bell Telephone Laborator ies. This discovery
later led to the rap id development of the silicon solar battery ,
par ticularly as the auxiliary electrical power sources for space
satellites. ~~ ii the following year , 1954 , Reynolds was the
first to observe the photovoltaic effect in CdS :Cu7S hetero-

-: junctions; this was followed in the same year , by f~is invention
and demonstration of a working model of the single-crystal CdS
solar ba ttery. These early discoveries have led to a steadily
increasing interest in this type of solar energy Converter , not
onl y for  space app l i ca t ions , but also for terrestrial applications.
For several  reasons , however , the silicon solar cell largely
overshadowed the CdS cell for more than two decades , p r i m a r i l y
because its conversion efficiency has been approximately twice

~ 
-
~~~ that of the CdS cell and because of its extensive development

for space applications . An additional factor which favored the
development of the silicon cell was the fact that much of the
semiconductor technology required for its development was already
on hand at the time of its invention , or soon became available
from the enormous R~D effort on silicon transistor technologywhich was being developed in the late 1950 ’s and ear ly  1960’ s.
Fortunately, however , during the time period 1955-1956 , the
first successful polycrystalline CdS film cell was achieve d by
the Clevevite Co., under contract supported by ARL . This

a-
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- - represented an important technological breakthrough , since it
demonstrated for the first time that it would be possible to
ultimately produce cheap, light—weight , large—area solar cells
for both space and terrestrial applicatons . It was also clear
that such solar cells could make possible the- large area arrays
required for practical electrical power generating stations.

-
~~~ - The early CdS film cells were vacuum evaporated on various types

- of electrode materials and supporting substrates , with chemically
deposited CuS barrier layers and various collector grid materials .
Typically , they had an active area of approximately 9 in2
( 3”  x 3”) .  In addition to its light—weight , the CdS f I lm cell

- was also flexible which made it attractive f o r  the power generating
arrays required for space vehicle applications . Silicon , on 

- the other hand , has always been a single crystal solar cell and
- - - I single panels of large power arrays comprise literally hundreds

A of single crystal cells , which make such arrays not only heavy ,
but also very expensive to produce. NASA actually supported a
very modest program of research and testing of CdS film cells
(for possible space applications ) during the mid— to late—1960’s

) — but, in spite of this fact , the CdS film cell never became a
serious competitor to silicon for this purpose. In a program

- organized and sponsered by ARL , during the mid— to late—1960’s,
- - j  several CcIS film cells were life—tested in the vehicles :

0V113 and 0V117. The data from these experiments showed that
- the performance of the CdS cells was only slightly degraded after

- more than 18 months of operation and that their performance
degradation was less than that of silicon cells under identical
conditions .

This task effort has supported several years of continuing
research on the improvement of conversion efficiency and per—
formance of the CdS:Cu2S film cell , mostly performed under con—
tract with the Clevite Corp . and later with the Gould Corp .
Over the years, the output efficiencies and performance of the
CdS cell have steadily improved. For example , short circuit
current ar.d open circuit voltage maxima have risen steadily to
values as high as 800 — 900 mA and 500 mV, respectively , ir

~ 
- t  - 3” x 3” cells; conversion efficiences of 5 to 6% are routinely

• -, - achieved and occasionally cells of 7 to 8% efficiency are pro—
duced . Many other problems concerned with cell stability, re—
liability and failure have been systematically solved through
painstaking research and engineering efforts. Much effort has
also been given to purification and removal of defects In the

j materials from which the cell is fabricated , in particular the
n—type CdS layer and the extremely thin p—typ e Cu25 layer from
which the barrier layer (heterjunction) is formed. A great deal
of effort has been focused on achieving a better understanding
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of the barrier layer itself, particularly the charge—carrier
- transport mechanisms and the presence of surx’ace states at the

junction. It has been shown recently by the Phillips Laboratory
:1; - group that the relatively low efficiency In the early film

cells can be traced to a deviation In stoichiometry in the Cu2Slayer. There is evidence that precisely stoichiometric Cu2S
layers lead to cell conversion efficiencies exceeding 10%. The
CdS solar energy converter is an excellent example of how
basic research and a better understanding of materials, particu—

I larly in the II — VI compounds , have led to the development and
- production of an extremely useful device. And much of this
- better understan~iing of’ materials, which has made the CdS cell

possible, has come from the basic research efforts of ARL, over
the past decade and more .

1 •
~ 

- Interest in the CdS film cell has dramatically increased
during the past two years, primarily because it now appears that
the CdS film cell will be the more economical alternative ,
amongst several possible materials (including silicon), for
terrestrial applications, particularly for the production of
electrical power in solar houses and for the large solar cell

I areas required for commercial electrical power generating stations.

~ 
) Work on the further development of the CdS film cell for large
/ scale electrical power generation and for solar houses is now

underway In several Institutions, including the University of
~p 

-
~ Delaware (Institute for Energy Conversion), Brown University,

• Westinghouse Research Labs, Baldwin Research Labs, Solar Energy
Systems (a division of Shell Oil Co.) and several others. In
light of the national energy crisis, it seems to us that the

J CdS solar cell is an idea whose time has come , some 20 years
1 after its invention It also seems to us that the funds and

resources expended on the research and development of this solar
cell will ultimately serve a very important national purpose ,
and the Air Force will undoubtedly reap considerable benefits

— 
as well.

2. HIGH POWER INFRARED LASER WINDOWS
--I

Since early 1971, approximately 30% of the task effort has
been devoted to a high—priority program on research and develop—
ment of High Power Infrared Laser Window Materials , with particular

-r eniphasi~ on winiow materials for the high power CO-) laser which
radia~e~ at l0~6~m wavelength. This rather extenstve program

I is continuing under the joint sponsorship of the AF Weapons
Laboratory (Kirtland) and the AF Materials Laboratory (WPAFB),

-
~ 

. and has included the participation of ARL arid AFCRL, several Army

I 
-

L.
‘I
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and Navy research labs, and a number of university and industrial
laboratories. The primary contribution of this task effort has
been that of crystal growth , laser window sample preparation
and spectroscopic analysis of window samples .

When the high power CO2 laser window program began, several
groups of Insulator and semiconductor materials , such as the
alkali halides, the II — VI compounds and the III — V compounds ,
were thought to be potential  window mater ials .  At that time ,
very little was known about the transmission of intense infrared
radiation through the alkali halide materials, which had long
been used for low—power , near—infrared transmission optics , and
even less was known about the high power density transmission

F - capabilities of the II — VI compounds in the near infrared
spectral region. In spite of this fact, ARL scientists were
among the first to suggest that CdTe, CdSe and ZnSe crystals
ought to be promising candidates for the CO laser window appli—
cation and agreed to test this speculation ~y establishing aprogram for the growth of large, high—purity samples and to
provide these samples to the AFML laser window testing program.
Initially , large single crystal ingots of CdTe and CdSe were

L j grown. From these ingots, window specimens up to two inches in
diameter and 0.5 inches thick were cut and polished. Many of
these window specimens were subjected to high power density
tests in the beam of a c.w. CO2 laser. Most of the CdTe and
CdSe specimens were capable of transmitting power densities in
the range of 2 to 3 kilowatts/cm and showed only a slight rise
In temperature after several minutes in the beam . Only the
poorest of these specimens sustained surface burn damage, due
to beam absorption, and this could usually be traced to the
presence of mechanical imperfections, such as grain boundaries
and hidden cracks within the specimen. As the program progressed ,
even higher—quality , high—resistivity CdTe and CdSe window speci-
mens were produced and many of these had measured absorption
coefficients as low as 0.0O09cm~~- for CdTe and 0.0006cm~~- for
CdSe. Unfortunately, the mechanical strength of CdTe and CdSe
single crystal window specimens was not very high, and this was
particularly true of the CdSe specimens which were cut such that
their crystalline c—axes were perpendicular to the specimen
faces in order to preclude beam refraction effects due to
birefringence. Eventually, the CdTe and CdSe window effort
was abandoned , largely because of the relatively poor mechanical
properties of the materials. At this point in the program , the
Raytheon Co., one of the contractor—participants in the program,
succeeded In growing large polycrystalline ZnSe window specimens
of relatively low absorption coefficient by the chemical vapor
deposition technique . Although the polycrystalline ZnSe window
specimens did not have absorption coefficients as low as those

5’.’
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of sIngle crystals , their mechanical strength was appreciab ly
higher than that of sin~’le crystals , and it was reasoned thatthe advantage of higher strength would more than off—set the
disadvantage of the lower absorption coefficient . As a result
of this achievement , the techniques required for the vapor phase
sublimation growth of polycrystalline ZnSe were developed andr a rather extensive in—house program on the growth of polycrystalline
ZnSe laser window specimens was begun. One of the objectives
of this effort was to compare the relative merits of’ window
specimens grown by the two techniques (CVD and vapor phase
sublImation), particularly with respect to absorption coeffi—

I . - ;-~ 
d ent, mechanical strength and the presence of foreign 1mpurItie~sand defects in the samples. Eventually , polycrystalline ZnSe
window specimens were grown by the vapor phase sublimation

• technique with absorption coefficients in the range of 0.001
to 0.005cm-1, comparable to those produced by the CVD technique .
As part of this e f f ort , single crystal ZnSe window specimens

-• 
- 

were also grown and tested , primarily for the purpose of making
comparisons between the single and polycrystalline window sped —
mens. Small, single crystal ZnSe window specimens were eventually
produced with aosorption coefficients as low as 0.0005cm~~.Many of the CdTe and CdSe laser window specimens , as well as the

— single and polycrystalline ZnSe specimens , were supplied to AFML
for their laser window characterization program , particularly
for the determination of absorption coefficients , surface and
bulk scattering losses , thermal conductivity and thermal loading
characteristics , as well as mechanical strength and hardness
tests.

The photoluminescence spectra of both the single and poly—
crystalline ZnSe window specimens were also studied In consider—

- - — able detail at low temperature (1 to 14 degrees K). From the outse
it was expected that only broad—band , phonon—assisted photo—
luminescence peaks (due to recombinatlon radIation of impurities
and defects) would be observed , since past experience with the
other II — VI compounds had shown that one coul d not, in general,
expect to observe sharp bound exciton line omissIon in the

-
~~~ photoluminescence spectra of single crystals which crystallized

in the zineblende structure . Moreover, It was also not expected
that sharp line emission would be observed In the imperfect
lattices of the polycrystalline window specimens. Quite sur—
prisingly, however , sharp line emission due to bound exciton
and free exciton transitions were observed in the single crystal
ZnSe specimens , and sharp line emission due to bound exciton
complex transitions was also observed in the polycrystalline
ZnSe specimens . Th~~ was the first time that such observations
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had been made and the importance of it was recognized immediately. - 
-

It meant that the bound exciton photoluminescence technique
could be employed to analyze the residual impurities and defects
in the ZnSe polycrystalline window specimens in great detail.
It also meant that the impurity and defect concentrations could
be examined over many small areas of a large window specimen ,

3 since the method is a non—destructive analytical technique.
During the course of the photoluminescence measurements , bound
exciton transitions were observed which were thought to arise
from stoichiometric defects (presence of excess Zn and Se) in
the ZnSe specimens. This was later confirmed through spectral
measurements in conjunction with baking experiments , i.e.,
specimens baked In Zn and Se atmospheres. Other bound exciton

•
--

~~~ 
~~~ - transitions were also observed and identified tentatively with

specific foreign impurities.

Although the alkali halide window , KCI, was employed in
some of the early, low—power , CO2 laser systems , polycrystalline
ZnSe windows have now been selected for the final high—power
CO2 laser systems . And large multi—paned ZnSe windows have been
recently fabricated for this purpose. It would also appear that
polycrystalline ZnTe, and perhaps ZnSe:Te, could be developed
for this purpose eventually . The results of the inhouse re-
search on II — VI compound laser windows are summarized in
several papers published in the Proceedings of the Air Force
High Power Laser Window Materials Conferences , cited in the
Appendix of this report .

3. NON—LINEAR OPTICS: GROWTH AND STUDY OF HgS CINNABAR

Red mercury ’sulfide (more popularly known as cinnabar or
.A— 1-igS) is a wide bandgap semiconductor which is of considerable
interest because its unique properties offer excellent potential
for non—linear optical devices , particularly laser technology
devices. It is the most optically active of all known mineral
compounds, possessing the greatest birefrigence , a remarkable
optical rctary power and strong piezoelectric properties.

It is also known that c&— HgS has the highest acousto—optical
figures of merit of any known crystalline material, making it an
efficient material for acoustooptical applications , such as
transducers , laser light modulators , deflectors , delay lines ,
etc. Since the electromechanical coupling coefficients of
cinnabar are approximately twice those of quartz , piezoelectric
.-~~~~~— HgS transducers bonded to a parallelepiped cinnabar crystal

I. -
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would realize perfect acoustical matching and therefore yield
wide bands for acousto—optical deflection. Thus a — Hgs
should be a good deflector of laser light. For example , if
one assumes a frequency bandwidth of 250MHz for a cinnabar
transducer ar~d an acoustic beam 0.5 mm square , it can be shownthat only 210 mW of acoustic power are necessary to deflect
all of the Incident light of a 6328A He—Ne laser beam into

-~ some 62500 different positions with an access time of 1 is.

Of perhaps even greater importance are the strong non-
linear optIcal properties of cinnabar. Its measured d11 non-
linear coefficient is amongst ~he highest known for any of thenon—linear optical materials; in fact, its d11 coefficient is
exceeded only by those of crystalline Se and Te, which have
the highest coefficients of any known materials. Unfortunately ,
Se and Te have rather small bandgaps and their transmission
is limited to the near infrared spectral region; cinnabar,
on the other hand , is transparent from the visible red (about
6000A) out to a wavelength of some 114 Mm , which makes it a
more versatile non—linear optical medium for many applications .
Because of these properties , a — HgS has a great deal of p0—r tential for non—linear optical device applications , such as
integrated optical circuits , parametric oscillator frequency
upconversion, difference frequency generation and tunable

- 
- lasers (angle tuning), to name but a few.

I~~

To date most of the fundamental optical and electrical
properties ofa — HgS have been measured from natural crystals
which are not only small , but also exceedingly rare. The
natural crystals also contain large concentrations of foreign
impurities which make them undesirable for many laser appli-
cations , owing to their high extrinsic absorption of light.
ln spite of their higher purity, it is, unfortunately , very
difficult to grow synthetic cinnabar crystals of usable size
in the laboratory . Over a period of many years, a number of

- 

- 
different investigations have tried unsuccessfully to grow
large synthetic cinnabar crystals by several different methods .
In most of these attempts , submillimeter—size crystals were
produced . Another difficulty encountered in the growth of
synthetic cinnabar is the fact that HgS undergoes a phase
transition at approximately 330 degrees C: above this tern—
perature cinnabar transforms to the black cubic structure

- 
- (a  — HgS) which has a small bandgap and is of no interest for

non—linear optical applications . This requires that the red
form (cinnabar) be grown at temperatures below 330 degrees C,
a condition which severely limits the growth rate.

* About three years ago (1971), several French investigators
succeeded in growing large synthetic crystals of a — HgS.
These crystals had volumes in excess of’ 1 cm (about 20 gms)
and were grown by the hydrothermal technique . The French success
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has sparked a renewed interest in synthetic cinnabar crystals ,
- primarily because of their great potential for application in

laser optics technology . It was, in fact , responsible , for
the present task effort on the study and growth of synthetic

• cinnabar crystals, which began about three years ago, and
which has continued , in part, under Laboratory Director Funding

- for the past two years.

In the present effort, cinnabar crystals have been grown
by a novel variation of the iodine transport technique .
Typically, a 12’’ long, 1.5” diameter quartz tube served as the
source and growth chambers . The source material comprised

I some 50 — 150 gms of technical grade HgS mixed with about
5 mg/cc of 12. The source material was then placed into the

- 
- closed end oF the tube . Following evacuation of the air from

I the tube , its open end was sealed off. This tube was then
placed in a furnace such that a temperature gradient was
maintained across its length, typically between 100 and 114 0
degrees C. The source material was maintained at temperatures
between 400 and ~4 4 O degrees C and the colder end of the tube
(growth region) was maintained at approximately 300 degrees C.
The source material decomposed and reacted to form vaporous
compounds which transported to the colder end of the tube
(growth and reaction zones). The transport species , Hg12- 

- and 
~8’ 

reacted to form HgS, several weeks after a few grams
of the compound Hg S I were deposited across the colder
end of the tube. Both a — HgS and black (cubic) HgS crystals
grew in separate regions of the colder end of the tube.
Cinnabar crystals in thick platelet form as large as 5 x 4 x 1 mm

-: 
- and 7 x 2 x 1.5 mm were grown over periods of 50 to 60 days .

Bandgap energies of these synthetic cinnabar crystals ,
obtained from optical absorption measurements at temperatures
between 300 to 4.2 degrees K, were in excellent agreement with
those published in the literature, confirming the yield of —

- ~
- good cinnabar crystals from the iodine transport technique .

At room temperature, the bandgap of a — HgS falls at 2.10 eV;
the temperature çoeff’icient of its absorption edge Is rather

-‘ large, .~.‘9 x l0~~ eV/degrees K, over the range 300 to about
20 degrees K. In the EllU mode of polarization , the bandgap
falls at a wavelength of 6ll5A at room temperature . X—ray
diffraction measurements of the lattice constants were also In

-
~~~~~ excellent agreement with the published literature values ,

again confirming a yield of good quality cinnabar crystals
- - by this growth technique . Far infrared transmission spectral

measurements were also made in the neighborhood of the rest—
strahlen absorption band and several of the characteristic

- optical mode absorption frequencies (phonon irequericies) were
observed, in very good agreement with published values.

II ,
, - -

‘I’ -
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SECTION VI

SIGNIFI CANT ACHIEVEMENT S

During the course of this task effort a number of “firsts”
in semiconductor physics were achieved. Several of these
achievements are listed below without further comment except to
say that they represent the original ideas and productive efforts
of a number of scientists and technicians who worked , at one time
or another, as part or the group effort. In most cases , these
achievements have contributed either directly or indirectly to
a better understanding of the fundamental and defect properties
of a number of important semiconductor materials.

1. First observation of negative resistance characteristics
and double—carrier—Injection in Li— and Na—doped CdS single

.~ I • crystals.

2. First observation of spatial dispersion effects in the
Intrinsic exciton edge emission spectrum of CdS arising from

L polaritons; identification of spat ’al resonance dIspersion
f effects in the intrinsic exciton reflection spectrum of wurtzite

~ / 
CdSe single crystals.

3. First observation of the vibrational spectrum of a
t bound exciton complex (observed in the emission spectrum of CdS ,

analogous to the classical vibrational spectrum of molecular —

hydrogen).

4. First characterization of the bound exeiton spectral
transitions of CdSe and ZnO single crystals: magneto—optical
studies.

5. IdentIfication of free excitons bound to preferentially
- : paired donor and acceptor impurities in Li—doped ZnO emission

spectra .

6. Magneto—optical identification of the bound exciton
transitions which characterize the radiation spectra of CdS
and CdSe Electron—Beam—Pumped Lasers (Provided the platelet
single crystals required for the first observation of electron—
beam—pumped laser action in CdS , Cd~e and CdS:Se—observed at
MIT Lincoln Lab).

k 7. First observation of excited terminal states of bound
exciton donor complexes in CdS , CdSe and ZnO.

~~~~~

- - 8. One of the first observations of donor—acceptor pair
recombination spectra In CdS, including magneto—optical characteri—
zation of the states of such impurity complexes.

~1

-J
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• 9. First growth of low—absorption—coefficient CdTe and
CdSe high—power Infrared laser window crystals.

10. A unique determination of the optical mode phonon
frequencies of CdS and ZnO (at various symmetry points in the
Brillouin zone), measured from their phonon—asslsted , bound
exciton , photoluminescence transitions at low temperature .

11. First observation of’ bound exciton antistokes emission
4 line, due to a non—thermal distribution of LO—phonons at low

temperature in CdS.

12. Observation of both bound and free exciton photolumines—
I cence transitions at photon energies above the absorption edge

of CdS at low temperature .

- . 13. Observation of a bound phonon quasiparticle in CdS
• (optical mode phonons highly localized at a bound exciton acceptor

-~~ site).
- - 114 . First observation of sharp , bound exciton photolumines—

cence transitions and their phonon replicas in polycrystallinef ZnSe laser window crystals.

1 15. First observation of spLn—flip—Raman scattering from
electrons in the n—type CdTe, CdSe and GaAs: measurement of the

- effective electron g—factor in these materials.

16. Observation of acoustic—phonon—assisted cyclotron reso—
nance absorption in semiconductors .

17. First polaron cyclotron resonance measurement of the
- theoretically predicted electron—phonon interaction in n—InAs

(measurements performed in high mobility InAs epi—layers).

18. First magneto—spectroscopic measurement (far infrared
I Zeeman spectroscopy ) of the characteristic shallow donor electron

- I transitions in n—type InAs and CdTe.
I. —

19. First quantitative polaron cyclotron resonance measure—
ment of the electron—phonon interaction In CdTe : First conclusive
confirmation of Frohlich’s continuum mode l theory of large
polaron formation in polar semiconducting media.
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VII CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report and the publications listed in the Appendix
summari ze the more important aspects of the research program
performed under this task . The significant achievements have
been summarized separately.

The major goal of the research was to advance the “ state—
of—the—art” of the Il—VI compound semiconductors, particularly
with regard to the growth of high quality single crystals, and
to the characterization of the fundamental physical properties,
as well as the characterization of the electronic defect
structure. This has been achieved through extensive studies
of the optical and magneto-optical properties of these materials.
As a consequence of the research effort, the Il—VI compounds
are now a very well understood class of electronic materials,
although there is still much work to be done in the area of
their non-linear optical properties. The development and per-
fection of bound exciton Zeeman spectroscopy as an analytical
technique for the identification of semiconductor defects and
impurities was ~ pioneering effort of the research program.

It is recommended that the techniques of magneto-optical
spectroscopy which have been developed for the Il-VI compounds
be extended to the Ill-V compound semiconductors , for the purpose
of characterizing the electronic defect structure in these materials,
particularly GaAs and InP, which have considerable potential for
electronic and optical device applications.

~ F

~ 
.~~
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APPENDIX

- 
List of Publications

The following is a list of publications which resulted from
the research performed under Project 7885, Task 00014. This list
includes publications by both In—house and contractor personnel;
it is not necessarIly a complete list , but is meant to be a rep—
resentative list of the more significant publications generated
under this Task effort during the period 1 July 19614 to 30 June
1974.

I 1. D.C. Reynolds and C.W. Litton , “Edge Emission and Zeeman

- 

Effects in CdS” , Phys. Rev. 132 , 1023 (1963).
- 

2. C.~-J . Litton and D.C. Reynolds , “Double Carrier Injection and
• Negative Resistance in CdS” , Phys. Rev. 133A, 536 (1964).

- - 3. D.C. Reynolds , C.W. Litton and R.G. Wheeler , “The Vibrational
- .;~ Spectrum of a Bound Exciton Complex in CdS” , Proc. of 7th Inter.

‘ Conf. on Physics of Semiconductors , Paris , 19614 (Dunod Press ,

) Paris, 19614), p. 739.

4. T.C. Collins , C.W. Litton and D.C. Reynolds , “Semi—Empirical
r Calculations of the Vibrational Spectrum of a Bound Exciton Corn—

plex in CdS” , Proc. of 7th Inter. Conf. on Phy s. of Semiconductors,
~~~ Paris , 19624 (Dunod P~~s~ Paris , l~ E1i). p. 7245. 

— -

1 5. D.C. Reynolds , “Growth of Sulfides ”, Chapt. IV of Book : The
Art and Science of Growing Crystals (John Wiley & Sons , New York , - -

i
~~~~~~~~3T 

-

- 
6. D.C. Reynolds , “CdS Solar Cells for Space Applications ”, OAR

- 
- 1: Research Review , V.1.11, 22, Jan 1964.

7. C.W. Litton , D.C. Reynolds and T.C. Collins , “The Vibrational
Spectra of a Bound Exciton Complex in CdS e ” , Proc. of the Hull
Luminescence Conf., Hull , 19614 (Proc. of the Physical Doc., Londo n,
19614).

8. D.C. Reynolds , “Excitons in CdS” , Review Paper, J. Physical
Soc. Japan Suppl. 20, 1830 (1964).

9. D.C. Reynolds , C.W. Litton and T.C. Collins , “Some Optical
Properties of Group Il—VI Semiconductors ”, Part I, Review Pacer ,
Physica Status Solidi 9, 6145 (1965).

- 

10. D.C. Reynolds , C.W. Litton and T.C. Collins , “Some Optical
Properties of Group Il—VI Semiconductors ”, Part II, Review Paper ,
Physica Status Solidi 12, 3 (1965).
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11. D.C. Reynolds , -~agn~-t c—Optical Properties of -:!eo ndu ct1 r~-
S o l i d s ” , ISA Transac~~ions , In~ trurnent Soc . of America ~~~ , 1 (1965).

12. D.C. Reynolds , C . ; ~. Lit t o n  and 1.C. Collins , “Zeeman Effects
in the FdCe iL~ission and Absorption of ZnO” , Phys. Rev. 1140,
1726 A (1965).

1~~. Y.C. Park , C.W. Litton , T.C. Collins and D.C. Reynolds ,
“Exciton Spectruni of ZnO” , Phys. Rev. 1143, 512 (1966).

14 . D.C. Rey nol ds , C . W .  Litton , Y.S. Park and T.C. Collins ,
“Sharp Line Emission Due to Preferential Pairing in ZnO C r y s t a l s ” ,
Proc. of 8th Inter. Conf. on Phy s. of Semiconductors , Kyoto , 1966
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- TABLE I

- ENERGY BAND PARAMETERS OF THE Il—VI COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTORS
AT LOW TEMPERATURES (200K and below) UNLESS OTHERUI SE INDICATED

(After Reynolds, Litton and Collins)

- 
- J3andgap Valence Band

Crystal E0(eV) Separations
-, 

- Mater ial Structure r7-r9 EAB ( eV) EBC (eV )
-; 

or F 6— r 8 r9— r7 r7—r 7
- or rg—r 7 _____________

I I 

CdS Wurtzite 2.582 0.016 0.057
— 

ZnS Wurtzite 3.910 0.029 0.082
Zn$~ Zincblende 3.84 0.065

- ZnO Wurtzite 3.436 0.006 0.038

j CdSe Wurtzite 1.840 0.025 0.407
ZnSe Wurtzite 2.795(1) 0.046 (1)

-t ZnSe Zincblende 2.83 0.41
I ZnTe Znicblende 2.39 0.91

-. CdTe Zincblende 1.607 0.81

ct—JIgS Trigonal 2.25
(Cinnabar)

~—IIgS Zincblende ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(2 )

HgSe Zincblende —0.2(2)

HgTe Zincblende _0.025 (2)

-
. Note: References to original sources of this data can be found inL ~ Reynolds , Litton and Collins , R ef S. 9 and 10.

-
- - -~~ (1) Denotes room temperature value. —

~~~ (2) $—HgS , IJgSe and Ii gTe are semirnetals and have the equivalent of
negative bandgaps. liarman has reviewed evidence that these
materials have the peculiar inverted band structure of grey
tin (T. C. Harman, Phys. and Chem . of II-V1 Compounds, North

- !:olland Pub., 1967, p. 767).

4.
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TABLE II

DIELECTRIC PARAMETERS OF THE Il-VI COMPOUND
SEMICONDUCTORS AT ROO M TEMP ERATURE
(After Reynolds , Litton and Collins )

Dielectric Constant

Mater 1al~~ C Refrac~ive Index

~- 
CdS(w) - 10.33 5.24 2.30 (x=2um)

- CTl/E O 
— 9.35

~11”~o 
- 9.02

z : - - 8.32 5.13 2.26 (A>2 m)

- 8.87 4.59 2.14

-- 8.47

CdSe(w) - 10.65 7.02 2.55 (A=0.85um)

- 9.70

~~l
/C: 

- 9.53

ZnSe(z) - 9.1 5.75 2.57 (A=0.64iim)

ZnTe(z) - 10.1 8.26 2.77 (X=1.24~im)
-

~~~~~~~ CdTe(z) Cj i /e0 
- 9.6 7.13 2.83 (X lum)

-t HgTe(z) 20 14 3.7 (x>8O~im)

Note: References to original sources of this data can be found in
Reynolds, Litton and Collins , Refs. 9 and 10.

(1) Wurtzlte and Zincblende structures are denoted by (w) and (z),
respecti vely.

‘-p .
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TABLE I I I

OPTICAL MODE PHONON ENERGIES (FREQUENCIES ) OF THE Il-V I COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTORS
AT ROOM TEMPERATURE (300°K) UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED (After Reynolds, Litton
and Coll i ns ) .

LO Phonon TO Phono n

Material ’
~~ Ener y Frequency Ener y Freque cy

~~~~~~~ 3p~~5(23 — p~~~~ (2)CdS(w)

ZnS(w) 0.044 355 0.036 290

.
‘ ZnS(z) 0.042 340 0.037 298

Zno(w) 0.0713(2) 575 5(2) 0.0486(2) 392(2)

CdSe(w) 0.027 218 0.023 185

ZnSe(z) 0.031 250 0.026 210

ZnTe(z) 0.0259 209 0.0236 190

CdTe(z) 0.0212(2) 171.0.2) 0.0180(2 ) ]45 Q (2)

~—H gS 0.0426(2) 344(2) 0.0356(2) 287.5 (2)

HgTe(z) 0.017 138 0.014 
- 

115

_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  I

Note: References to cri ginal sources of this data can be found in
— Reynolds , Litton and Collins , Refs. 9 and 10.

~ t (1) Wurtzi te and Zincblende structures are denoted by (w) and (z),
respectively

(2) Denotes low temperature values (below 20°K).

~~~~~~~~ 

- 
The values given for Cds and Zno are the averages of the TO, and TO2
and the LO and LO values as determined from bound exc i ton
photol iinin~scence ~pectra (See Ref. 41).
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- I
TABLE IV

TYPICAL VALUES OF THE OPTICAL MODE PHONON FREQUENCIES AT THE
r SYMMETRy POINT IN CdS and Zno, CALCULATED FROM PHONO N D I SPE R SIOM

I THEORY AND BOUND EXCITON SPECTRAL EMISSION DATA .

I Syni~etry Mode CdS 1 ZnO 1

- 

v-r (cn ) v-r (cm )

:1 —__—- -—
~~~~~~~~ 

-

I r5 L0 1 304.6 581.4

- 
1 L02 302.2 570.4

257 444

TO 1 240 413

TO2 228 380

-
. Note: After Reynolds , Litton , Col l i ns an d Frank , Rcf . 4 1.

~~1.

~1H
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